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Internet worm holcls .tip ResN et 
Assistant News Editor 
Students checking in over 
the weekend were forced to deal 
with more than new room keys 
and roommates- they also had 
to face the reality of no Internet 
access in their residence halls. 
The ResNet computer net-
work was disabled Friday due to 
a number of student computers 
that were infected with the 
Blaster and Nachi viruses, 
overloading the campus net-
work and weakening its 
protective firewall. 
As of 7 p.m. 
Wednesday evening, 
ResNet access had 
been restored 
to floors five to 
12 of the East 
Tower, Col-
lege Circle 
Apartments 15 and 18, 
Emerson Hall, Garden Apartment 26, and all of 
the Terraces. 
Internet access will be returned to other As the majority of campus residents moved 
dorms after RAs confirm that a majority of stu- in over the weekend, resident assistants and 
dents have been given anti-virus CDs that are ITS employees handed out CDs containing a 
being distributed for free by the college. The virus scan and a patch to prevent the virus from 
"cleanest" residence halls will be restored first, entering computers . 
working down to the .-------------, Fuller estimated that as of 
" least clean" halls, said COMPUTER HELP Monday, approximately 50 
Edwin Fuller, director of percent of students on cam-
information technology pus had been given informa-
services. Students can tion about the virus and its ef-
ResNet will not be h k h fects on the network. 
completely functional C eC t e Status The virus was firs t detect-
until all students on cam- of the Res Net ed on campus on Wednesday, 
pus have protected their Aug. 20. By Friday after-
computers from the Connection in noon, therewereover200in-
virus, he added. h d b fected computers on the 
Fuller said taking the t e j r Orm S y network. 
network offline was neces- cal Ii ng the The Blaster virus affects 
sary because infected computers by attacking a 
computers were ·causing a Res Net hotline at weakness in Microsoft 
"flood of traffic" at the fire- Windows 2000 and XP. It 
wall. The flood then af- 2 7 4-5 777. causes computers to shut 
fected network response down repeatedly and dis-
time for administrative ~------- ----~ rupts Internet browsing 
and faculty offices, students registering for class-
es and visitors browsing the college Web site. 
"It was slowing everything right down," he 
said. 
capabilities. 
The Nachi virus perpetuates itself by at-
tempting to fix the Blaster virus. 
See VIRUS, page 4 
ushers in stye 
Williams urges freshmen to prepare for an uncertain future Deans announce 
retirement plans BY ANNE K. WALTERS News Editor 
The Class of 2007 was offi-
cially welcomed to Ithaca College 
and adminstrators bestowed a rare 
honorary doctorate at the 111 th 
Convocation Monday, 
President Peggy R. 
Williams encouraged the fresh-
man class to prepare for what-
ever the future may bring as she 
officially ushered in the acade-
mic year. 
Williams told the class that 
there are many alumni who are 
successful in the fields they 
studied while at the college, but 
that there are just as many who 
are doing things they never 
dreamed of while in school. 
"Your four years at Ithaca Col-
lege should prepare you for any 
eventuality," she said. "Learn 
what you like and what you don' t 
like, what you stand for and what 
you believe in." 
She encouraged students to 
reach outside their schools for ed-
ucational opportunities. 
Williams urged them to take 
classes they wouldn 't normally 
consider, to get involved in 
community service and to take 
advantage of the many interna-
tional opportunities-, music and 
theater programs and student or-
ganizations that the college 
offers. 
in the upcoming presidential 
primaries and the 2004 election. 
Although a degree is the 
goal of many students as they 
enter college, Williams said, 
" It is the journey on the way to 
that goal that will define your 
Ithaca· College experience." 
Student Body President Julie 
Zeldin, a senior, told the college 's 
newest students that they should 
decide what they want to ac-
complish here. 
"Be ashamed to leave Ithaca 
College before you win some vic-
tory for humanity," she said. 
Kenzo Tenge, a renowned 
Japanese architect, was granted an 
She also said the -
class should take , 
advantage of their 
political opportuni-
ties by 
partici-
patin--- ••'-
- honorary doctorate of arts by 
President Peggy R. Williams, 
Provost Peter Bardaglio and 
Dean of Humanities and Sci-
ences Howard Ehrlich. 
His building designs 
include the Peace Park and 
Peace Center in Hiroshima, 
Japan and span five conti-
nents. His son Paul Tenge 
accepted the award on be-
half of his elderly father. 
Three faculty mem-
bers were also honored for 
their contributions in 
teaching, scholarship and 
service. 
• CARLY CHAMBERLIN/ THE ITHACAN 
Anthony DiRenzo, associate 
professor of writing, was hon-
ored for excellence in teaching; 
Bruce Smith, associate profes-
sor of biology, was honored for 
excellence in scholarship and 
Kent Scriber, professor and 
program director of exercise 
and sport sciences, was honored 
for excellence in service. PROFESSORS CLAD in their academic regalia march into Ben Ught 
Gymnasium for the college's 111th Convocati9r, Monday. 
• 
CHARLIE ELLSWORTH/THE ITHACAN 
THOMAS W. BOHN served as dean of the Roy H. Park School of 
Communications for 23 years. He retired in July. 
BY CAITLIN CONNELLY 
Managing Editor 
The deans of two of Ithaca Col-
lege's five schools announced 
over the summer their plans to re-
tire. 
Thomas W. Bohn of the Roy H. 
Park School of Communications of-
ficially stepped down from his po-
sition in July; Robert Ullrich of the 
School of Business will retire at the 
end of the 2003-2004 academic year. 
Peter Bardaglio, provost and vice 
president for academic affairs, 
said Bohn will continue to work at 
the college for the next two acade-
mic years with the Office of the 
Provost and the Office of Institu-
tional Advancement. Bohn will 
help to further develop academic 
programs and extracurricular op-
portunities including the London 
Center and Washington, D.C., pro-
gram. 
Bohn has been dean of the col-
lege's School of Communica-
tions for 23 years. When he came 
to Ithaca College in 1980, the com-
munications school was a small 
program located in the bottom 
floor of the Dillingham Center. 
Bohn said he is proud that the 
Park School had the same core qual-
ities when he left the school as when 
he arrived--a sense of hands-on 
learning and a caring, committed, 
student-centered environment. 
"I liken it to a Christmas tree," 
he said. " In a sense you have to pay 
attention to the roots and the trunk, 
and that's the character and quali-
ty of the place." 
Other aspects of the school, such 
as the L.A. program and guest 
speaker programs, "are like oi:na-
See DEANS page 4 
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and I 
National 
nternational News 
PICKING UP THE PIECES 
weapons program while North.Korea's Vice Foreign Min-
ister Kim Yong-ii warned that unless Washington agrees 
to a non-aggression treaty with Pyongyang, it_ would con-
tinue building a nuclear deterrent, said sources who par-
ticipated in the talks . . 
Russia's envoy, deputy foreign minister Alexander 
Losyukov, speaking to the Russian lnterfax news 
agency, called the negotiations "fragile" and warned that 
i.f the talks collapsed, the crisis could degenerate into a 
"hot conflict," triggered by U.S. attempts to slap sanc-
tions on North Korea, which Pyongya!1g would view as 
an act of war. · 
Separation of church and state upheld 
"Roy's Rock," the chunky Ten Commandments mon-
ument that became _an icon of the ~attle over separation 
of church and state, rolled out of sight at the state Supreme 
Court building rotunda in Montgomery,_Ala., Wednesday 
·morning. 
Demonstrators, who have camped on the courthouse 
steps for more than a week in hopes of stopping the re-
moval, dropped to their knees in prayer after spotting a 
work crew gathering around the two-ton·monument. Some 
pastors, who have led a demonstration that often resem-
bled a round-the-clock religious revival, .lay prostrate on 
the ground. 
Others held signs aloft praising Chief Justice · Roy S. 
. ROBERT GAUTHIER/LOS ANGELES TIMES Moore, who moved the monument into the courthouse two 
years ago and last week defied a federal court order to re-YOUNG IRAQI LABORERS in Baghdad shovel trash into a truck as part of a cleanup campaign to remove 
the prodigious quantities of refuse that have accumulated after the war. move it. · 
Bush stands firm despite U.S. deaths Lincoln off the coast of San Diego, the American toll stood 
at 138 killed during the invasion of Iraq. 
. Court officials have not said where the monument will 
be placed. Lasf week, building managers were reviewing 
engineering blueprints to find a location where the two-
ton monumeqt would not crush the floor. President Bush vowed Tuesday there would be no re-
treat from Iraq, even as the toll of dead U.S. soldiers since 
May 1 rose to 141, swpassing the number killed during the 
By Tuesday, 141 more had died, bringing the total to 
279 troops killed since the war st-arted on March 20 .. "This is a tremendous victory for the rule of law and 
respect for religious diversity," said the Rev. Barry W. Lynn, 
executive director.of Americans United for Separation of 
Church and State, one of three grou,s that challenged the 
monument's constitutionality. "Perhaps Roy Moore will 
soon leave the bench and move into .the pulpit, which he 
seems better suited for." 
six weeks of major combat. · , U.S. and North Korea clash over nukes 
The United States and North Korea staked out un-
compromising positions Wednesday as the two countries 
met for the first time since April for talks on Pyongyang's 
The stakes, Bush said, "could not be greater for the Amer-
ican people." He added, "Our military is confronting ter-
rorists in Iraq and Afghanistan and in other plares so our peo-
ple will not have to confront-terrorist violence in New York 
or St Louis or Los Angeles." 
When the president declared an end to major combat 
on May 1, during a visit to the aircraft carrier Abraham 
nuclear weapom; program. · . 
Assistant Secretary of State James Kelly demanded.that 
North Korea unconditionally abandon its nuclear 
Source: Los Angeles limes and The Washington Post 
News Service. 
News 
Briefs 
ACCS and OIT reorganize 
and unify with new name 
The Offire of Information Technology and 
Academic Computing and Client Services re-
organized Aug. I 8 to form Information Tech-
nology Services. 
The reorganization was an attempt to pool 
similar resources in each of the two offices 
and create a unified information technolo-
gy organization to better serve the campus. 
· ITS is divided into four units - technol-
ogy and instructional support services; web, 
systems, and departmental services; informa-
tion systems and services; and network and 
communication services - .and each is 
headed by a single director. · 
The most noticeable change for students 
is in the name of the new office. For ex-
ample, what was formerly known as the 
ACCS Help D_esk is now known as the ITS 
Help Desk. . 
The ITS Help Desk can still be reached 
at 274-3282. The new number for ITS as 
a whole is 274-1000. 
Subscriptions now available 
for college ~oncert series 
Subscriptions are· now available for the 
2003-2004-Ithaca College Concert Series, 
"Sounds of Home." 
-· The series, which consists of three con-
certs feat_uring music native to performers' · 
homelands, will begin Oct. 3 with a concert 
by the Czech Philharmonic Chamber Or-
chestra. 
Grammy-winning artist Sharon Isbin 
will perform with Gaudencio Thiago de Mel-
lo, a· Brazilian niulti-1nstrumentalist, in 
January. In addition, soprano Sylvia McNair 
and pianist Ted Taylor will perform a pro-
gram of American musical theater standards 
in March. . 
The season subscriptions offer a 20 per-
cent discount off single-ticket prices and are 
available to Ithaca College students.for $24. -
A season brochure, which includes a form · 
to ·order tickets for the three concerts, will 
be mailed to past subscribers. Those who 
wish to be added to the mailing list can call 
274-3171. . 
The.three concerts will begin at 8: 15 p.m. 
in Ford Hall. 
Former Ithacan news editor 
receives journalism award 
Senior Kelli Grant lias received an honor-
able mention in this year's Roy W. Howard 
· National Reporting Competition for a series 
of stories published in last year's Ithacan. 
Grant, who is The Ithacan 's ~pecial pro-
jects manager and served as news editor last 
year, was awarded a $1,000 scholarship and 
will go on a trip to Indiana University's 
School of-Journalism in Bloomington on Oct. 
13 for a seminar, a professional critique of 
her work and career advice from successful 
professional journalists. 
In addition, The Ithacan will receive a 
$500 award as a result of Grant's selection. 
Tlie award, ·sponsored by the Scripps 
Howard Foundation and the Indiana Uni-
versity School of Journalism, is named in 
memory of Roy W. Howard, who served 
as president of the United Press from 1912 
to 1920, and as chafrman of the board of 
Scripps Howard Newspapers from 1922 to 
1953, 
Benefit concert to feature 
college alumni and employees 
Alumni and employees of Ithaca College 
will perform a benefit concert at the Com-
munity School of Music and Art at 3 p.m. 
on Sept. 14. 
The concert will feature singers Graham 
Stewart '81, director of alumni relations, 
and Tina Stewart '83, assistant director of 
admission for alumni and special programs. 
Trna Stewart, a Metropolitan Opera national 
finalist, will perform opera classics, while Gra-
ham Stewart will do a medley of big band era 
numbers. Coffee, tea and dessert will be avail-
able at intermission. 
Tickets are $25 and are available by con-
tacting CSMA at 272-1474 or at 330 East 
State St. The proceeds from the concert will 
benefit CSMA. 
Ithaca College rises in ranks 
of "America's Best Colleges". 
In the most recent U.S. News and World 
Report's "America's Best Colleges" edition, 
Ithaca College received high marks in the ar-
eas of "master's universities" and "great 
schQols at great prices." 
The college is tied for seventh place with 
the Rochester Institute of Technology in.the 
north region in the "master's universities" 
category. · 
The college placed sevent,h as providing 
the best values in the region in its category, 
an increase of one place from the previous 
year. It joined such institutions as Harvard, 
Duke, Prinreton and Stanford as among those 
providing the best "first-year experiences•• 
for students. 
Rankings are based upon surveys given 
to college administrators as well as factors 
such as SAT scores, the acceptance rate of 
freshman applicants and percentage of 
freshmen who were in the top 25 percent of 
their high school class. · 
The full rankings are available at 
www.usnews.com. 
Award to college foundation 
to augment minority aid funds 
A recent $100,000 award from the 
William Randolph Hearst Foundation has dou-
b'led the amount of money available to the col-
lege to -augment multicultural diversity and 
awareness. . 
This latest donation will be entirely devoted 
to existing financial aid and scholarship 
funds for minority students. · 
. In the past, the college has used money do-
nated to the college's · William Randolph 
Hearst Endowed Scholarship Fund to estab-
lish the Center for the Study of Culture, Race 
and Ethnicity; start the Martin Luther King Jr. 
Scholars Program and develop an affiliation 
with the Frederick· Douglass Academy in 
Harlem. · 
CORRECTIONS 
It is The lthacan's policy to correct 
all errors of fact. Please contact 
Assistant News Editor Katie Moore 
at 274-3207 . . 
. . . 
ITHACAN INF.ORMATION 
Single -copies of The Ithacan are • 
available free of cl1-arge from authorized 
distribution pomts,on the Ithaca College 
campus and in downtown Ithaca. 
Multiple copies and mail subscriptions 
are available from The'lthacan office. 
Please call (607) 274-3208/or rates. 
All Ithaca College students, regard-
less of scho_ol or major, are inv.ited to 
join the Ithacan staJJ. Interested stu-
dents should contact an editor or visit 
The Ithacan office in Roy H. Park Hall, 
room 269. 
Mailing address: 269 Roy H. Park Hall, 
Ithaca College, Ithaca, N.Y., 14850,7258 
Telephone: (607) il4-3208 
Fax: (607) 274-1565 
E-mail: ithacan@ithaca.edu 
World Wide Web: www.ithaca.edu/ithacan 
Online manager ~ Eric Woodbury 
Classified manager :_ Hallie Shere 
Calendar-manager - Christa Lombardi 
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Seniors seeking speaker AAA to help students 
map out degree plans 
ROBIN ROEMER/THE ITHACAN 
JERRY GREENFIELD of Ben and Jerry's Ice Cream speaks during the 
commencement ceremony in May. 
BY KATIE MOORE 
Assistant News Editor 
The senior class executive board 
is working hard to ensure its choice 
of a commencement speaker makes 
for one sweet graduation ceremony. 
Even before Ben Cohen and Jerry 
Greenfield of Ben and Jerry's Ice 
Cream heated up last year's ceremony, 
the 2004 senior class executive board had 
begun the selection process for this year. 
Using the senior class listserve and 
word of mouth, senior class president 
Melissa Ferraro said approximately 
500 people contributed to a list of ap-
proximately 200 possible speakers. 
The board narrowed the list to a top 
10, ordered by candidates' accom-
plishments, relevanceito the senior class 
and frequency of nomination. 
Right now Brian McAree, vice 
president of student,affairs and cam-
pus life, is working to nail down a 
contract with one of the people on that 
list. 
At 
utive board to eliminate any candi-
dates who might alienate the audience 
with a controversial speech. 
While the college has a rule 
against contracting any former, cur-
rent or campaigning politicians, 
there are no other solid guidelines for 
ruling out people due to political af-
filiation or-activism. 
"It comes down to the executive 
board and the administration working to-
gether to figure that out," Ferraro said. 
Last year, Cohen and Greenfield's 
comments about nuclear arms and a 
bloated ntilitary budget 1~ several stu-
dents to leave graduation early. 
Ferraro said that though extra pre-
cautions are being taken, she cannot 
guarantee everyone will be satisfied. 
"No matter when you speak, if it is 
from the heart, your personal viewpoints 
are going to come out," she said. 
Senior Stacy Wright said she wants 
to hear a positive and meaningful mes-
sage, but supports freedom of speech. 
"You should be allowed to say 
OU .want:-~- said. 'jti'_s. · 
BY ANNE K. WALTERS 
News Editor 
Students in need of a help-
ing hand or just a little acade-
mic advice have a new ally. 
The recently formed Office 
of Academic Achievement . 
and Advising Services will 
provide students with a road 
map for navigating the college's 
advising, tutoring and coun-
seling programs. 
David Dresser, coordinator 
of academic achievement and 
_advis1ng services, said he 
hopes to off er students a cen- . 
tral location where they can go 
for support services. 
The college has many aca-
demic support services to off er 
students, but most students 
are unaware of what's avail-
able, sai? Dresser, who retire~ 
as associate dean of the school\. 
of Health Sciences and Human 
Performance last year. 
Some services that already 
offer assistance include Acad-
emic Support Services for 
Students with Disabilities, the 
Writing Center, the Mathe-
matics Tutorial and Ithaca 
Achievement Program and 
Higher Education Opportunity 
Program. 
The Writing Center, which 
currently offers writing assis-
tance and peer editing, will 
benefit from the increased co-
ordination by becoming more 
, visible across the college, said 
Marlene Kobre, assistant pro-
.. the 
Kobre, who also serves on 
the AAA Committee, said the 
committee is planning to visit 
other colleges to learn how they 
coordinate academic support 
services. 
Establishing a central office 
for these services will take 
some time, but Dresser said he 
hopes to have an easily-acces-
sible Web site by sometime this 
semester that will direct stu-
dents to the college's many sup-
port services. He is also per-
sonally available to assist stu-
dents Tuesday through Thurs-
day in Williams 126. 
Ithaca College is not behind 
other schools in offering ser-
vices, but is behind them in · 
having a centralized office, he 
said. 
"Tutoring is available at no 
cost to some [students], but not 
all and that's just not right," he 
said. 
Dresser said he hopes to as-
sist all st1:1dents, not just those 
who need remedial help. 
"I don't think most stu-
dents need tutoring," he said. 
"Sometimes they just need 
something to get them over the 
hump." 
Additionally, he said he 
hopes to prepare outstanding 
students for national scholar-
ships and fellowships and offer 
workshops on study skills, 
time and stress management, 
graduate schools, admissions 
and academic ~areer planning. 
S~nce a 1995 report ~n aca-· 
beeri aware of the need for a 
centralized office with a full-
time director and various 
counselors, he said. 
Leslie Schettino, director of 
support services for students with 
disabilities, said she hopes a cen-
ter will be established for all sup-
port services because the services 
are currently scattered all over 
campus. 
"Although the faculty is 
supportive, there are a lot of 
students who don't even know 
we're over here," she said. 
Dresser said he would also 
work to refine advising at the 
college by improving interac-
tions between faculty and stu-
dents in advising situations, 
Dresser said. One way this 
could be implemented is by ex-
amining additional types of ad-
vising, he said. 
Because many professors 
are overloaded, some with up 
to 72 advisees, options such as 
group advising could also 
help alleviate some problems, 
he said. 
"We are a student-centered 
institution and advising is 
right at the heart of that," he 
said. 
Training faculty to be bet-
ter advisers and preparing 
students for advising ap-
pointments are also important 
and he said he hopes to work 
with {acuity council to evalu-
ate advising. 
"The greatest impact of 
college comes where there is 
~~tt_~..,.·:i- -: the· class-
Stephens returns to new and unimproM~d-Iraq 
BY MICHELLE THEIS 
Staff Writer 
When Maura Stephens visited Iraq in 
February, she found people _who lived obe-
dien!ly in fear under. the -regime of Saddam 
Hussein. There were law-abiding citizens, 
low-wage jobs and few crimes. 
Four months later; Stephens, senior editor 
of the Ithaca College Quarterly, visited the 
war-ravaged country to discover chaos, 
unemployment and uncontrollable crime. 
Stephens made her second venture to 
Iraq June 19. In three weeks, she and six 
acquaintances traveled from Amman to 
Tikrit, making stops in Baghdad, Babylon, 
Falluja and Mosul. 
The purpose of this journey was much 
the same as her first - to experience and 
observe Iraq firsthand, independent of the 
American media portrayal. She traveled to 
several hospitals, schools and homes, dis- · 
tributing 330 pounds of donated items she 
had gathered in Ithaca. 
But the hectic, post-invasion atmosphere 
was a sharp contrast to the strict, peaceable . 
society she remembered. 
Throughout the country, fires blazed 
and rubble littered the streets, Stephens 
said. Saddam posters were shredded, 
Saddam memorabilia destroyed. There 
was no electricity and little, if any, clean 
COURTESY OF GEORGE SAPIO 
· AN IRAQI CHILD takes a drink from a hose on the streets of Iraq this summer. 
water. Bandits ran rampant. 
"[The Iraqis] were afraid for their lives," 
she said. 
Through the chaos she also attempted, in 
some cases unsuccessfully, to visit the'lraqis 
she had met in February. 
Stephens' first trip in February was initial-
ly to receive funding from several college 
offices, but following some controversy, she 
Withdrew her request for funding and the mp 
was funded through a private donation. 
This summer's trip was privately fund-
ed and Stephens traveled to the country as 
a private citizen, not as a representative of 
the college. · 
In Mosul, Stephens visited the barren 
halls and stripped facilities of the University 
of Mosul. Its advanced lc!nguage laboratory, 
which the school had once taken pride in, 
was completely looted of the i.ts equipment. 
Students and staff broke into tears as they 
expressed their loss to Stephens, who was 
filled with emotion as she surveyed the 
empty rooms. 
"The carrels were still there, but there was 
nothing left - not a wire, not a plug, noth-
ing," she said. 
The experience inspired Stephens to 
return home with a plan to raise money to 
refurbish the language laboratories. 
Because her group was restricted by the 
military-instated curfew, they could not 
travel between 11 p.m. and 6 a.m. Stephens 
said they crammed as much into their days 
as possible. For her, that inc1uded taking 
notes for a report she is sending to 
Education for Peace in Iraq. For her hus-
band, George Sapio, that included taking 
numerous photographs of the people and 
settings of Iraq. 
However, he was barred from taking-
photographs of the U.S. military. 
When Stephens returned from her visit in 
February, she and her husband published a 
book titled "Collateral Damage." This time, 
she and Sapio are hoping to produce a CD-
ROM presenting their experiences and 
spreading their message. She said she is plan-
ning to give presentations on her trip. 
"As an occupying power, it is our 
responsibility to take care of the people," 
she said. "So far, we haven't been doing a 
very good job." 
COURTESY OF GEORGE SAPIO 
THE MINARET of a mosque hit by Amaican 
bombs during the war remains standing. 
• I 
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Infected system 
frustrates campus 
Continued from page 1 
In addition, unprotected computers could potentially 
be infected within four seconds of connecting to 
ResNet. 
While the ResNet is protected from outside virus-
es and hackers by a protective firewall, Fuller said, 
there is no guard in place to keep computers with-
in the network from infecting each other. 
"Think of the computers in ResNet as being like 
people in the same room," he said. "If one of them 
gets sick with a particularly virulent disease, 
there's a good chance that anybody else who comes 
into that room is likely to get sick too." 
While the college was expecting some fallout 
from the powerful Blaster virus, it did not foresee 
having to shut down the entire network, Fuller said. 
Ithaca College was among countless campuses 
across the country that were affected by the outbreak 
of the virus. 
The campus residential network at the Universi-
ty of Scranton in Pennsylvania has been down since 
Friday, when early arrival students with infected com-
puters hooked up to the campus network. Student 
network services at Butler University in Indiana have 
also been disabled due to problems with the Blaster 
virus. 
Fuller also said he could not recollect a problem 
of this magnitude affecting the computer network. 
"This is pretty dramatic," he said. 
When sophomore Julie Savage moved in on Sun-
day, she was disappointed to discover that she would 
be without Internet access. 
"My response was, ' Aw, man, no Internet! How 
am I going to talk to everyone back home?"' she 
said. 
This is not the first time the college's internet and 
e-mail services have been affected by problems. In 
Sept. 2001 , the Sir Cam e-mail virus crippled elec-
tronic communication on campus for a week. In 
addition, in Sept. 2000, more than· 1,500 students 
were left without Internet access for the first two 
weeks of the school year when a coding problem 
caused the network login proc.;ess to stall. 
. ' . t· •· 
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Bohn and Ullrich made lasting contributions 
Continued from page 1 
ments. They enhance what's 
there ... and they're very impor-
tant to what we do, but they're 
no more important than the core, 
the roots of what got you here 
and why you 're here," he said. 
Bohn oversaw the devel-
interim dean of the communi-
cations school for the 2003-
2004 academic year and during 
that time the position in gradu-
ate studies will be filled by Gre-
gory Woodward, professor 
and chair of graduate pro-
grams for the School of Music. 
opment of numerous areas of B~ dean to take next step 
study within the School of Ullrich came to the School 
Communications, the move of Business at Ithaca College 
of the school to its current five years ago. In 1998, the 
home in Roy H. Park Hall, the school's enrollment numbers 
founding of the Los Angeles lagged around 450, and Ullrich 
Program and significant in- worked to make the changes 
creases in enrollment and necessary to reverse that 
fundraising. trend. Now the school main-
"There's an old saying in tains a population.of about 650 
the Boy Scouts that you students and has been able to 
should always -leave your add several full-time faculty 
campsite better off than it positions. . 
was when you got ·there, and Ullrich said higher enroll-
Dean Bohn has definitely ment is just one aspect of the in-
done that," Bardaglio said. crease in quality the business 
Sandra Herndon, professor school has seen. He said he's 
of organizational comm uni ca- proud of the Master of Business 
tion, learning and design, said Administration program, cur-
that though she was somewhat riculum changes, new ~ajors, 
surprised by the dean's an- and the building and facility up-
nouncement, the change will not dates he helped to implement. . 
hurt the school. "What we've done up to this 
''Th~ change will affect the point is to rebuild the founda-
students in the same way thatit tion of the school - to provide 
affects everyone else - that is the quality and the resources we 
to say we now have to move on need to go the next step," he 
and chart a new direction for the said. "And the next step is to 
school," she said. move the school to the top tier 
Prior to his time at Ithaca of business schools in the 
College, Bohn worked in \., country." 
communications programs at Bardaglio said he is espe-
the University of Tulsa, the cially proud of the School of 
University .. of Evansville Business 's progress toward 
(Ind.), and at the University of AACSB accreditation, which 
Massachusetts at Amherst. is granted by the Internation~ 
· · Garcy B_rodhead, dean · of ; · al Association for Management 
graduate studies, will serve as 'Education. The school is ex-
pected to receive accreditation 
in Spring 2004. 
''That's a huge task, be-
cause accreditation is a very 
complex, rigorous process that 
involved years of preparation," 
Bardaglio said. "And he's been 
absolutely masterful in moving 
the school toward that goal." 
Michael McCall, professor 
of business administration and 
director of the MBA program, 
said Ullrich has provided cru-
cial leadership and direction for 
the business school that will 
help the school progress to the 
next level. 
"He's a doer from the start," 
McCall said. "He likes to ac-
complish things and he's been 
very successful at doing that." 
Ullrich said he has spent his 
career doing what he enjoys: ac-
tively building institutions and 
programs, which he did at the 
business schools at Clark Uni-
versity and Vanderbilt Univer-
sity before he came to Ithaca 
College. Ullrich said he hopes 
to remain active in the field af-
ter he retires and moves to 
Rhode Island. 
The transitional periods for 
the schools will not be disrup-
tive for students, faculty or 
staff, Bardaglio said. "I expect 
it to be a really exciting time 
when people can think about the 
future, think about the institu-
tional plan in particular, and how 
the search for a new dean can 
help further the institutional 
plan," he said. 
He said searches for per-
manent replacements for the 
deans will begin soo~. 
CARLY CHAMBERLIN/THE ITHACAN 
: DEAN ROBERT ULLRICH sits outside the Schoof' of 
· Business, -which he has led tow~rds accreditation. ' 
. J , 
The £ntertairirnent 
Do you want to ncgodatc with •tents, work behind the 
scena, or perhaps - meet the stars??? 
If so, you need to Join the Student Activid~ Board! 
Attend the 
Student Activities Board Recruitment Night 
to flnd out more details.,. 
Thtirsday, Sept. 4 
Kli1igenstein Lounge 
Spm 
Visit www.lthaca.edu/sab 
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MOVING ON UP 
CARLY CHAMBERLIN/THE ITHACAN 
SOPHOMORE JEN BOYLE searches her room in the Terraces for a place to set down a box while 
unpacking Sunday afternoon. 
Reading discussions connect freshmen 
BY ANNE K. WALTERS 
News Editor 
The campus came alive with 
conversation one day before the be-
ginning of classes as freshmen par-
ticipated in discussions for the 
first-year reading initiative-Tuesday. 
The program began this swnmer 
when freshmen were given copies 
of ''The Color of Water: A Black 
Man's Tribute to His White Moth-
er," by James McBride. This is the 
first year incoming students at the 
college were given a reading as-
signment as part of their orientation. 
Groups of up to 20 freshmen met 
with faculty and staff leaders to dis-
cuss McBride's book, which .tells 
the story of his Jewish mother who 
married a black man and 
McBride's search for his identity. 
In one classroom, 16 students 
split into pairs to share their personal 
stories of the first time they became 
aware of a significant difference in 
race or religion. 
Pamela Mayberry, associate di-
rector of gerontology, asked her 
group to draw parallels between the 
book and themselves as they make 
the transition to a new phase in their 
lives. · 
She said an important part of 
adapting to college is deciding 
how to balance the old with the new. 
Freshman Matthew Quintanilla 
said his group's discussion illus-
trated how. issues of identity tran-
scend cultural boundaries. 
"This will give us a great op:. 
portunity to share something in our 
four years at Ithaca and resolve is-
sues on our campus," he said. _ 
Freshman Brian Hashimoto 
said it was interesting to see oth-
er points of view and meet oth-
er people. 
Sharon Policello, director of 
the Office of First Year Programs, 
said the discussions were well-at-
tended and feedback she had re-
ceived from group leaders has 
been positive. 
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McBride to add depth 
to 'The Color of Water' 
BY NICOLE GERRING 
Staff Writer 
James McBride has some advice 
for confused freshmen, and they 
won't find it in the pages of ' 'The 
Color of Water: A Black Man's Trib-
ute to his White Mother," his I 997 
memoir. 
"I tell everybody, don't study 
what you think will make you 
money, study what you Iik"e," the 45-
year-old said during a re-
cent phone interview 
from his New Hope, Pa., 
home. "The point of col-
lege is to learn to think and 
t0 have fun doing it." 
tian, he learned from his mother that 
race is only a human creation. 
"I just consider myself a human 
being ," said the married father of 
three children . "It's important 
not to judge people. It's easy to 
judge a person because they're dif-
ferent than you, but everybody has 
problems. Life is about trying to 
make room for other people so 
they can feel needed and wanted." 
The native New Yorker's visit 
is part of a six-week, 
27-city tour that in-
cludes the Massa-
chusetts College of 
Liberal Arts, the 
University of Ten-
nessee and public 
high schools, book-
stores and libraries. 
McBride, arr accom-
plished author, journalist 
and musician, will share his 
passions with. the college 
community at 7 p.m. 
Tuesday when he will 
speak about his book and 
MCBRIDE 
"If you told me 10 
years ago . that my 
family would be the 
perform with his seven-member 
jazz band. 
Chosen for the inaugural year of 
the freshman summer reading ini-
tiative, ~'The Color of Water" tells of 
McBride's search into his mother's 
past and of his own quest for racial 
identity. · 
"'The Color of Water' was writ-
ten in retrospect," he said. "It was 
· to show people that we as humans 
have more in common than we ex-
pect." 
Born to a Polish Jewish woman 
and black minister during the tu-
multuous Civil Rights movement of 
1950s Harlem, McBride said he's 
come to appreciate the commonal-
ities between all people. Though he 
identifies himself as a black Chris-
subject of a book, I'd 
have said you were off your rock-
er," he said. "I didn't have any am-
bitions about educating people 
about racial identity. All the 
lessons they glean from it are what 
people see on their own. I had no 
idea it would become a best-seller." 
McBride said he is looking for-
ward to interacting with students. 
"They give me hope because 
somebody there is gonna change the 
world," he said. "I'm hopeful that 
they'll rescue this planet from the 
mess that we've created." 
McBride is also a saxophonist 
and his jazz band will perform a few 
"happy swing tunes" following 
the lecture. You can listen to some 
of his jazz tunes on his Web site, 
www.jamesmcbride.com. 
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New Faces 
Librarian is re81 page--turn·er 
BY SARAH HOFIUS 
Staff Writer 
Phase two, which should be 
ready for the spring semester, 
will allow students who have 
The college's new librari- obtained the correct card for 
an, Lisabeth Chabot, likes to . their laptop compute to use 
consider herself as deter- the wireless network inside the 
mined as the heroine j0 her fa- library, Chabot said. 
vorite novel. She said new technology 
Chabot is devoted to read- will never threaten the role of 
ing, watching and listening to good old-fashioned books 
Jane Austen's "Pride and Prej- because they are a cost-effec-
udice," and she is even more de- tive, simple way to obtain in-
voted to making the Ithaca Col- formation. · 
Iege library more user-friendly. Still, she said technology 
The former librarian at offers students entirely new 
Mary Baldwin College in ways to learn. 
Virginia, took on her new "An electronic environ-
role in July, succeeding Ii- ment can give students so. 
brarian Margaret Johnson much more," she said. 
who retired earlier this year: But while students can ac-
She ·decided to make the cess all of the library's elec-
move to Ithaca after coming to tronic databases from their 
the conclusion that the small- own computers, they'll need 
er college where she was contact with someone in the Ii-
working dido 't have enough brary, she said. 
resources to allow her·to ac- Chabot's love of helping 
complish her goals, she said. people inspired her to begin her 
Chabot said her immediate career as a librarian. 
goals for Ithaca College's Ii- "There's a real opportuni-
brary are to make changes to ty to help people in an intel-
MEGHAN MAZELLA/ THE ITHACAN 
COLLEGE LIBRARIAN LISABETH CHABOT plans to bring 
changes to the library in order to better serve the campus. 
the computer system inside the lectual way," she said. ing online databases. 
library, including making "There's nothing better than a Chabot said she hopes to 
Microsoft Office available on satisfied client." implement similar programs 
every computer and to up- To start satisfying her . here. A library's mission 
grading the printer syslem. ·· clients here, Chabot said she should be to enhance teaching 
A two-phase projecCis also wants to work with the facul- · and learning, not to preserve 
in the works for making Inter- ty to integrate coursework and protect, Chabot added. 
net use easier in the library. with library resources. .- · "A good library is one that 
Phase one, which she said At Mary Baldwin College, is used," she said. · 
of the building with plants and 
art, changing the appearance of 
the main entrance and adding 
a suggestion board. 
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Bus riders pay 
.forpriee hike 
BY KATIE MASLANKA 
Assistant News Editor 
Students riding Tompkins County Area 
Transit buses will need a little more spare change 
jangling in their pockets this year thanks to a re-
cent increase in bus fares from $ I to $1.50. 
The increase affects not only regular bus fare, 
but also the price for semester-long passes for 
Ithaca College students. 
The passes, which cost $80 a semester last year, 
will now set students back $120. Students can also 
now purchase a year's pass for $240, which includes 
free summer service. 
Students, like senior Demitrious Orellano, who 
lives off campus but relies on the TCAT to get to 
and from the college, are left with no other recourse 
but to pay the additional fee. 
"I don't have much of a choice," he said. "I don't 
nave a car." 
Others, including seruor Patrick MacGowan, find 
the change an inconvenience. 
"A lot of people don't have change ... they only 
have two dollars and [bus drivers] can't make 
change," he said. · 
Marian Brown, special assistant to the vice 
president of finance and administration, said that 
despite the jump in fares, students are still get-
ting a bargain for their money. 
TCAT sells annual passes to the college for $330 
apiece, and the c_ollege underwrites $90 to provide 
the discounted price. 
While the increase in prices may cause a drop 
·in student pass sales, Brown said she hopes that stu-
dents realize riding the bus is still che~per than the 
cost of owning and maintairung a car on campus. 
should be implemented soon, Chabot organized workshops · Other plans Chabot has 
would allow students to for faculty and students) in- · for the library include making 
check out wireless laptops eluding one titled .''Beyond rooms on the fifth floor for col-
Jor use on a wireless network Google," in which students laborating on group projects, 
Chabot holds a bachelor's 
degree from Miami Universi-
ty in Ohio and a master's de-
gree in library science from the 
University of Michigan in 
Ann Arbor. 
This is the first in a series of 
articles about new additions to 
the college faculty and staff 
The price increases are c~used largely by 
TCAT's projected deficit of nearly $800,000 by the 
end of 2004. 
According to information provided by 
TCAT, without an increase in fares TCAT faces 
the possibility of cutting weekend services to sev-
eral of its routes. 
l 
inside the library. learned how to write a paper us- adding some color to ~ .il)side 
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IC grad injured 
in bike accident 
fl YING SAUCER 
Bicylist breaks arm and leg 
BY ANN HARENDA 
Staff Writer 
A recent Ithaca College grad-
uate is recuperating following a hit 
and run accident along Codding-
ton Road last week. 
The Tompkins County Sher-
iff's Offic~ is still inv~stigating 
the accident in which Bari T. 
Doeffinger's bike was struck by 
a car on Aug. 19. 
According to the Tompkins 
County Sheriff's Office, the acci-
dent took place between the 600 
and 700 blocks of Coddington 
Road in the town of Ithaca. 
At approximately 8:20 p.m., 
22-year-old Doeffinger '03, and 
her friend Joseph Papas~ 20, 
were riding their bicycles when 
Doeffinger was struck from behind 
by an unknown vehicle and 
thrown from her bike. 
The driver of the vehicle did 
not stop and continued north on 
Coddington Road. 
Doeffinger was transported 
by helicopter to Robert Packard 
Hospital in Sayre, Pa. , with frac-
tures and possible internal injuries.-
She was discharged on Aug. 23 
and is currently recovering at her 
parents' house in Fairport, N.Y. 
"I have two compound frac-
tures in my right leg and I also 
broke my left arm,'' said Do-
effinger. · 
She also suffered from a 
concussion as well as scrapes f:Uld 
bruises. Doeffinger said that 
paramedics suspected internal 
bleeding, but that was not a prob-
lem. 
Doeffinger, who graduated 
in May, was a music performance 
major and a French minor. 
Using glass fragments, pieces 
of the vehicle and paint left at the 
scene, forensic technicians have 
been successful in identifying 
the vehicle type and make. It is de-
scribed as a dark colored van or 
truck with front-end damage and 
fractured headlights. 
Investigators are urging the 
driver or possible passengers of 
the vehicle to immediately co-
operate with the investigation or 
risk more serious charges. 
Anyone who may have seen 
the accident or has information 
about the driver should contact the 
Tompkins County Sheriff's In-
vestigators through the Tompkins 
County Communication Center at 
272-2444 or 257-1357. 
More than 7(),000 bicyclists 
suffered disabling injuries from 
accidents in 1999, according to 
the National Safety Council. 
The council recommends 
that bicyclists wear helm~ts_ and 
brightly colored or reflective 
clothing, obey traffic laws and 
equip bicycles with front and rear 
reflectors and a headlight to 
stay safe. 
CARLY CHAMBERLIN/THE ITHACAN 
FRESHMEN BRIAN LONG and Steve Boydston break the ice at the freshman luau Saturday 
evening with an ultimate frlsbee game on the quad. 
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WELCOME STUDENTS 
I 
Important Policy Changes for Fall 2003 
. First day schedule changes 
220 Job Hall 
Classes begin Wednesday, August 27th. 
Please be aware that classes will meet that day 
on a Monday schedule. Example: If the class 
normally meets Monday at · 5:25 p.m., it will 
meet Wednesday, August 27th at 5:25 p.m. If 
the class normally me-ets · on Monday, 
Wenesday and Friday at 9 a.m., it will meet 
Wednesday at 9 ,a.m. Classes that normally 
meet Wednesday only will meet on the following 
Wednesday, September 3rd, for the first time. 
Beginning Thursday, August 28th., classes will 
meet on the normal schedule. 
New Add/Drop Policy 
Effective Fall 2003 
Adding or dropping of semester courses must be 
compl~ted by the end of the seven calendar days 
from the start of the semester (plus Labor Day in_the 
fall). No Add/Drop will be accepted after this period. 
. . . ) ' 
An instructor can drop any student on his/her roster if 
he/she does not attend the first class meeting of this 
semester and fails to notify the instructor, in advance, 
of why he/she cannot make the class. •r 
' . 
Add/Drop ends Wednesday, September 
3rd for full semester courses and Block 
I courses. 
Add/Drop ends Friday, October 24th for 
Block II courses. 
Off campus students please infQrm the 
Registrar's Office of your local. address. 
Registrar's Office 
www.it
0
ha.ca.edu/registrar 
q 
607-274-1823 -~ 
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Select Pub I ic Safety Log 
Incidents · 
June 30 -Aug. 7 
June29 
• Motor vehicle accident 
Location: All other 
Summary: Person reported a one-car 
MVA/PD with college-owned vehicle. Patrol 
Officer Donald Lyke. 
June30 
• Illegal dumping 
Location: M-lot 
Summary: Caller reported a person illegal-
ly dumping garbage into a dumpster. 
Officer issued the person an appearance 
ticket for Ithaca Town Court for illegal 
dumping. Patrol Officer Richard Curtiss. 
July2 
• Fire 
Location: College Circle Building 8 
Summary: Officer reported a chair on fire 
outside the building. Officer extinguished 
the fire and two students were referred for 
judicial action for recklessly starting a fire. 
Patrol Officer Donald Lyke. 
• Aggravated harassment 
Location: College Circle Building 5 
Summary: Caller reported harassing instant 
messages from an unknown person. Pending 
investigation. Sgt. Frederick Thomas. · 
• Medical assist 
Location: Muller Faculty Center 
Summary: Caller reported subject complain-
ing of stomach pains. Officer transported the 
subject to Cayuga Medical Center. Fire 
Protection Specialist Enoch Perkins. 
• Trespass 
Location: L-lot 
Summary: Person reported that a subject 
entered a restricted area without permission 
during fireworks preparation. Subject was 
removed from the area and restricted from 
the college campus. Patrol Officer Terry 
• Medical assist 
Location: Garden Apartment 25 
Summary: Caller reported a person having 
a bad reaction to medicine. Subject 
declined any medical assistance. Security 
Officer Jeffrey Austin. 
• Motor vehicle accident 
Location: O-lot 
Summary: Caller reported a minor two-car 
MVA/PD. Patrol Officer Bruce Holmstock. 
• Found property 
Location: L-lot 
Summary: Caller.found two folding chairs 
and turned _them over to Public Safety. 
July3 
• Criminal mischief /larceny 
Location: Campus Center 
Summary: Caller reported unknown per-
sons. damaged a vending machine and 
removed products from it. Pending investi-
gation. Patrol Officer William Kerry. 
Julys 
• Unlawful dealing with fireworks 
Location: College Circle buildings 
Summary: Officer reported two separate inci-
dents of fireworks. TwQ students referred for 
judicial action for unlawful possession of fire-
works. Patrol Officer Jerry Lewis. 
• Unlawful dealing with fireworks 
Location: Z-lot 
Summary: Officer observed subjects dis-
charging fireworks. Officer issued a warn-
ing and the person was escorted off 
campus. Sgt. Ronald Hart. 
July7 
• Fire alarm 
Location: East Tower 
Summary: Officers were unable to locate the 
source of the alarm. The system was reset 
and Environmental Health and Safety Officer 
will check the system. Sgt. Ronald Hart. 
July& 
• Medical assist 
Location: Lyon Hall 
Summary: Caller reported that chemicals 
had accidentally gotten into a person's eye. 
Ambulance transported the person to 
Cayuga Medical Center. Sgt. Steve Yaple. 
• Found property 
Location: MullerChapel 
Summary: Caller found a cellular phone and 
turned it over to Pu_blic Safety. 
• Making graffiti 
Location: Whalen Center for Music 
Summary: Caller reported unknown per-
sons wrote graffiti on a door. Pending inves-
tigation. Patrol Officer Donald Lyke. 
July9 
•Trespass 
Location: Gannett Center 
Summary: Caller reported that a person who 
was restricted from campus was in the build-
ing. Officer located the subject and issued 
him an appearance ticket for Ithaca Town 
Court for trespass. Patrol Officer 
William Kerry. · 
July 10 
• Fire alarm 
Location: Terrace 7 
Summary: Fire alarm due to activated smoke 
detector caused by bu med popcorn. System 
was resef Patrol Officer Donald Lyke. 
• Medical assist 
Location: Landon Hall 
Summary: Caller reported subject com-
plaining of chest pains and numbness in 
arm. Ambulance transported the subject to 
Cayuga Medic_aJ-Centei Investigator . 
Thomas Dun.n,. · 
• Found property_ . . 
Location: Office of Public Safety 
Summary: Officer foµnd a key qn the side-
waJk and turned it o~er to Puolic Safety. 
• Larceny 
Location: East Tower. 
Summary:Caller reported theft of a necklace. 
Pending investigation. Patrol Officer William· 
Kerry. . 
• Accidental property damage 
Location: Rowland Hall 
Summary: Officer reported that a confer-
ence participant accidentally broke the 
glass in a door. The incident was turned 
over to Conference and Events. Patrol 
..Officer Jerry Lewis .. 
July 11 
• Medical assist 
Location: Campus Center 
Summary: Caller requested assistance for a 
subject who was feeling faint and nau-
seous. Subject declined any medical assis-
tance and was transported to a residence 
hall. Patrol Officer Dirk Hightchew. · 
July 13 
• Criminal mischief 
Location: U-lot 
Summary: Subject reported that unknown 
persons scratched a parked vehicle. 
Pending investigation. Sgt. Ronald Hart. 
July15 
• Fire alarm · 
Location: Ceracche Athletic Center 
Summary: Fire alarm due to activated smoke 
detector caused by dust from contractors 
working in the area. System reset. 
Environmental Health and Safety Officer 
Ronald Clark. 
• Medical assist 
Location: Fitness Center 
Summary: Caller reported a conference 
participant sustained a knee i.njury while 
playing basketball. Officer transported sub-
ject to_ the Health Center. Fire Protection 
Specialist Enoch Perkins. 
July 17 
• Fire alarm 
Location: East Tower 
Summary: Fire alarm due to activated 
smoke detector caused by burned popcorn. 
System reset. Environmental Health and 
Safety Officer Ronald Clark. 
• Accidental property damage 
Location: Terrace quad 
Summary: Caller reported a one-car MVA/PD 
with a college vehicle. Patrol Officer 
Reynolds. 
July 18 
• Larceny 
Location: West Tower 
Summary: Caller reported theft of wallet 
. from unoccupied residence hall room. 
Credit ca~d and approximately $250 in cash 
were stolen sometime between 5:30 and 
11:45 p.m. 
• Larceny 
Location: West Tower 
Lummary: Individual reported finding room 
unlocked and money missing between 6:30 
and 10:30 p.m. Sgt. Ronald Hart. 
• Larceny 
. Location: West Tower 
Summary: Individual (Sported money from 
residence hall room had been stolen on 
June 21 between 9:00 and 9:30 a.m. Patrol 
Officer Bruce Holmstock. 
• Larceny 
Location: West Tower 
Summary: Individual reported that a purse 
and contents were missing/stolen from resi-
dence hall room between June 14 and June 
15. Patrol Officer Bruce Holmstock. · 
July 19 
• Found property 
Location: Emerson Suites 
Summary: Officer reported finding a 
bookbag containing various notes and 
books . . 
July22 
• Accidental property damage 
Location: P-lot 
Summary: Calle_r reported damage done to 
a college vehicle. Sgt. Keith Lee. 
• Medical assist 
Location: Eastman Hall 
Summary: Caller reported that a person 
was having an allergic reaction to a food 
item. Ambulance responded and transport-
ed person to Cayuga Medical Center. Patrol 
Officer Bruce Holmstock. 
' . 
July23 
~ M.edical assist 
Location: East Tower . 
Summary: Caller reported that an elderly 
person had fallen outside and was injured. 
Bangs ambulance responded and trans-
ported person to Cayuga Medical Center. 
Sgt. Frederick Thomas. 
July24 , . 
• • Suspicious circumstance 
Location: Muller Chapel 
.Summary: Caller noticed computer equip-
ment located in a storage room of the 
building. Computer equipment confirmed 
as property previously reported stolen in 
Oct. 2002. Patrol Officer Richard Curtiss. 
.. Found property 
Location: Whalen Center for Music 
Summary: Caller found camera and equip-
ment left in building. 
July25 
• Fire alarm 
Location: Terrace 9 
Summary: Fire alarm due to smoke hatch 
alarm activation. No smoke/no fire. Ithaca 
Fire Department advised and system reset. 
Environmental Health and Safety Officer 
Enoch Perkins. 
• Fire alarm 
Location: Terrace 9 
Summary: Second activation of fire alarm 
due to smoke hatch. No smoke/no fire. 
Cause determined to be a dirty smoke 
head. Colil'ective action was taken by 
Environmental Health and Safety Officer. 
July 27 
• Medical assist 
Location: Emerson Suites 
Summary: Caller reported sustaining a back 
injury. Ambulance responded and transport-
ed person to Cayuga Medical Center. Patrol 
Officer Donald Lyke. 
• Medical assist 
Location: Eastman Hall 
Summary: Caller reported person sustained 
thumb injury while playing volleyball. Officer 
transported person to Cayuga Medical 
Center. Sgt. Frederick Thomas. 
July 30 
• Found property 
Location: Gannett Center 
Summary: Wallet discovered in library and 
turned in to Public Safety: 
July31 
• Motor vehicle accident 
Location: Garage 
Summary: Caller reported MVA/PD involving 
two college vehicles on July 30. Patrol Officer 
Willi~m Kerry. 
• Aggravated harassment 
Location: Park Hall 
Summary: Caller reported receiving harass-
ing phone calls at work during the past six 
weeks from an unknown person. Patrol 
Officer Bruce Holmstock. 
Aug.2 
• Liquor law violation 
Location: Eastman Hall 
Summary: Orientation student found highly 
intoxicated in room. Person transported to 
Cayuga Medical Center by ambulance and 
referred for judicial action for alcohol policy 
violations. Patrol Officer Richard Curtiss. 
• Firealaml 
Location: Eastman Hall 
Summary: Fire alarm due to broken sprin-
kler head. Water was spraying inside room. 
Plumber was notified to replace sprinkler · 
head. Patrol Officer Erik Merlin. 
Aug.3 
• Medical assist 
· Location: Eastman Hall 
Summary: Caller reported a person was 
feeling ill. Person was transported to resi-
dence and medical release form signed. 
Patrol Officer Bruce Holmstock. 
'. 'Aug.4 
• Medical assist 
Location: Textor Hall 
Summary: Caller reported sustaining an 
ankle injury near Hill Center. Caller refused 
treatment and transport. Security Officer. 
Aug.6 
• Fire alarm 
Location: Terrace Dining Hall 
· Summary: Fire alarm due to activated 
smoke detector in the stairwell. Activation 
caused by cleaning. Ithaca Fire Department 
notified and system reset. Fire Protection 
Specialist Enoch Perkins. 
Aug. 7 
• Motor vehicle accident 
Location: College Circle Drive 
Summary: Caller reported that a backhoe 
h~d run into a vehicle. Sgt. Ronald Hart. 
The complete Public Safety Log 
can be found at 
-www.ithaca.edu/ithaca n. 
KEY 
ABC - Alcohol beverage control law 
CMC - Cayuga Medical Center 
DWI - Driving while intoxicated 
IFD - Ithaca Fire Department 
IPD - Ithaca Police Department 
MVA - Motor vehicle accident 
RA - Resident assistant 
TCSD - Tompkins County Sheriff's 
Department 
V& T - Vehicle and traffic violation 
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Quote of the week 
"My response was, 'Aw, man, no In-
ternet! How am I going to talk to 
everyone back home?"' 
...:... Julie Savage, Front Page 
Editorials 
A crucial choice 
Commencement shoul,d not be controversi111 
The Class of 2004 is well into the process of choos-
ing a speaker for its commencement ceremony in May. 
This is an important process that has previously yield-
ed lackluster results. With the exception of Maya An-
gelou, the last five Ithaca College senior classes have 
compiled an unimpressive list of orators, culminat-
ing with Ben Cohen and Jerry Greenfield last year. 
This year it is time to break that tradition and se-
lect a graduation speaker to inspire greatness in the 
graduating class. 
Senior class leaders need to make their selection 
soon before the best speakers· commit. The speaker 
shouldn't be someone looking for a forum for his or 
her ideas, but someone whose experiences and ideas 
are relevant to the graduates and the occasion. 
President Peggy Williams wrote in her annual let- . 
ter to students, Cohen and Greenfield "stirred passions 
with their remarks." That's one way .to say that their 
discourse inspired several students to walk out of their 
own commencement and left much of the audience 
wondering why politics played such a prominent role 
in a commencement speech. 
In retrospect, the world famous ice cream makers 
were a poor choice. While Ben and Jerry may have 
built a generous, environmentally conscious, multi-
million dollar company from the ground up, they have 
not become inspiring speakers in the process .. 
Greenfield spoke mainly on the history of Ben and 
Jerry's Homemade, Inc-. and their business practices. 
But, when Cohen spoke, he tumed the commencement 
address into a verbal assault on the government. 
The speech offered no ackp.owledgement of the Class 
of 2003's achievements, no call to action and no ad-
vice to the graduates other than to "eat lots· of ice cream 
now because iii 30 years you '11 be lactose intolerant." 
Speakers certainly have the right to exercise their 
freedom of speech, but gradlµltjon i:s neither the time 
or place to spout one's·pofitical ·opinioris. 
Senior class leaders should-recognize this and se-
lect a speaker who is accomplished, we}J-spoken and 
whose remarks will be worth the hefty purchase price. 
Wishiitg a Bohn voyage 
College community grateful to former dean 
Dean Thomas W. Bohn of the Roy H. Park School 
of Communications announced his retirement in June. 
Bohn, who was dean of the college's School of Com-
munications for 23 years, will be missed by many at 
Ithaca College and the Park school. 
His retirement marks the end of an era at Ithaca 
College. During Bohn's tenure, the school of com-
munications was transformed from a program in the 
basement of the Dillingham Center to one of the top 
communications schools in the country. 
As dean he oversaw the design and construction of 
Roy H. Park Hall, the founding of the Los Angeles Pro-
gram, the creation of the Park Scholars program and 
significant increases in fundraising and enrollment. 
Dean Bohn 's unwavering support of free speech in 
student media is not to be forgotten. The Ithacan wish-
es him well as he continues to work with the offices 
of the Provost and Institutional Advancement and then 
goes on to enjoy a well-deserved retirement. 
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Steward left out 
You seem to have left out an im-
portant person in the "Who's Who in 
Athletics" section of The Ithacan 's 
freshman issue. Deb Steward is the as-
, sistant director of atHletics as well as 
the senior women's administrator of the 
athletic department. Deb has been 
with Ithaca for more than a year now 
il'iicf pfays1a vital role m~ft\:c success of 
all the lthac~ College programs. Her 
commitment to Ithaca athletics is un-
matched and perhaps would make for 
a good article sometime in the future. 
KAREN HOLLANDS 
Womens Lacrosse Coach 
Duct tape damages 
I was very surprised with one of the 
pieces of information that you offered 
students in the "Sharing•Spaces" arti-
cle in The Ithacan Accent section in the 
Friday, Aug. 22 issue. The article ad-
vises students that "when you' re ab-
solutely desperate, don't forget duct 
Letters 
tape." As a resident assistant who has 
just completed several room condition 
reports (RCRs), I 'have seen the dam-
age that tape does to resident hall walls 
and doors. Depending on how much 
duct tape the student uses in his or her 
resident hall, th~ student could be billed 
for damage done to the room. I under-
stand the universal usefulness of duct 
SEND A LETTER 
The Ithacan welcomes corre-
spondence from all readers. 
Please include your name, 
phone number, year of gradua-
tion and/or your orgar,ization-
al or college title/position. 
Letters must be 250 words or 
less and signed and submitted 
in writing or through e-mail 
by Monday at 5 p.m. for publi-
cation. The Ithacan reserv{!s 
the right to edit letters for 
length, clarity and taste. 
THURSDAY 
AUGUST 28, 2003 
P~GE 12 
tape and use its wonderful adhesiveness 
at home myself. I refrain from using it 
in my residence hall, however, and think 
it is in students' best interests to stick 
with (no pun intended) masking tape or 
other less-damaging adhesives. 
JOSEPH WLADKOWSKI '06 
Resident Assistant - East Tower 
i J ,. 
1 
WANTED: 
The Ithacan is 
accepting appliec;1tions 
for the position of 
EDITORIAL CARTOONIST 
If you are interested, please 
contact Opinion Editor 
Nathan E. Wi Ison 
at 2 7 4-3208 or 
nwilson1@ithaca.edu 
WHAT DO 
THINK? 
S~nd a letter to 269 Park Halror to ithacan@ithaca.edu. 
THURSDAY, AUGUST 28, 2003 OPINION 
Student involvement 
needed for success 
The Class of 2007 is awesome. I had the 
chance to meet · many of Ithaca's newest 
students during the summer and continuing 
orientation. And let me tell you: they are 
eager and enthusiastic to get involved in the 
Ithaca College campus community. They 
have incredible ideas about what they want 
to do with their years here, and they are 
JULIE 
ZELDIN 
Guest Writer 
excited about making 
the first steps toward 
their goals. 
It is my sincerest hope 
that this energy will be 
contagious, and that 
returning students will 
catch this wave of 
excitement. We cannot 
afford to lose sight of 
why we work hard to 
make this campus a 
better place. And I 
know . that after 
spending time with so many first-year 
students, I became even more excited about 
accomplishing my goals as student body 
president. 
But I most definitely cannot do it alone. 
This year is going to be one of growth and 
change for the Student Government 
Association and for this college, and the 
more energetic and enthusiastic students we 
have working with us, the more growth and 
change can occur. Along with my incredible 
executive board, I promise to work hard to 
improve Ithaca Colle__ge, but I need your 
help as well. 
CARLY CHAMBERLIN/THE ITHACAN 
THE FRESHMAN CLASS arrived In Ithaca this year filled with a contagious enthusi-
asm that student leaders hope will reinvigora~e the .student Governn:-ent Association. 
frustrated. But the true leaders will ~merge name on the ballot. A small step that will 
and try to do something to fix it. Those are begin what could be the most successful 
the people I want to join me in SGA. year SGA has ever seen. 
Earlier this week at Convocation, I Whether you decide to join me or not, 
Last spring, I shared my vision for SGA 
with the campus. As a four-year member 
of the organization, I desperately want to 
see it succeed. This year, I hope to 
accomplish many goals, but my absolute 
first priority is assuring that the campus is 
informed about student -go~ei;A1Dent and 
urged the Class of 2007 to think about how . the least I ask of you as an Ithaca College 
they want to spend their four years here. student is that yo~ vote. Not all students 
As Ithaca College students, we have so are·- • comfortable working in student 
many ·opportunities .to create change. We government, but absolutely everyone can 
are extremely privileged to be at an be involved in the process of electing 
institution that cares so much about its those who will stand up and work hard to 
students. But it's time that more of us create change on this campus. 
students give back to the place offering us As we begin classes for the 2003-2004 
a first-rate education. school year, I wish you the best of luck. 
~ ...... -wlNIMl!"8~anJIINIW'llllllf~A-semfs 
you,lhestuaeiits, well. 
-~£:vid~ .. ~tless .,}~P · , Here'st(?a_~year! 
. And'~ now we re looking . . .. , T , ) i 
It .can be e_asy to criticize and complain 
about Ithaca Coll,ege _. wberi . we get 
for dedicated students-to step up and run for · Student Body President Julie Zeldin is a 
congress representatives. All you need to do senior ·sociology major. E-mail her at 
is collect 20 signatures by Sept. 2 to get your jzeldinl@ithaca.edu. 
The Way 
I See· It 
An Ithaca summer 
spent On- the ·Commons 
This summer I became a 
townie. Or, at least, I pretended 
to be one. · 
I spent ~e ·1ast few months in 
an apartment on the Commons, 
absorbing the distinctive culture 
of Ithaca. As the 
countless . others who 
have experienced an 
Ithaca suminer might 
agree, it is during these 
(sometimes) sunny 
months when the city 
really comes alive. 
College students may 
think that they leave a 
. garbage trucks_ in the pre-dawn 
hours. 
One night I was locked out 
and had to walk through the 
dank, dirty alley behind my 
place, . overturn a dirty old 
bucket, · hoist myself 
_up a· ladder, climb the 
rusty, rickety fire 
escape, tiptoe on the· 
roof and break in 
through my window. 
In my pajamas. 
Barefoot. 
· giant vacuum, but that's · 
not the case. See, once CAITLIN 
There were also many 
days when, upon leaving 
for work, I was accosted 
by requests for spare 
cpange or more -
because there are those 
who live on the 
we're gone, it's like a • ·coNNELLY 
giant horn blast sounds Managing Editor 
throughout the city, 
informing residents that it •·s safe 
to leave their homes. The Ithaca 
( college students hav~ finally 
left) Festival in June sets the 
tone for the rest of the season 
downtown - . wild, loud, busy, 
quirky and fun. 
The sumrrier wasn't perfect. 
I had many sleepless nights and 
missed naps because of noise on · 
the Commons - musicians at 
lunchtime, partiers and four-
square players in the night and 
Commons, like I did, and then 
there are ~ose who literally live 
ON the Commons . . 
. And it rained practically 
·every other day. · 
So those things were 
unpleasant; but hardly worth 
complaining about at length. 
And anyway, how interesting is 
a blue. sky without a couple of. -
clouds? It was : more than 
worthwhile to spend a few 
months in such a vibrant place. 
LARRY WESTLER/tHE ITHACAN 
. THE COMMONS was quiet Tuesday night, but with the first week-
end of the school year approaching, the .area Is sure to be bustling. 
Nothing beats cooling off in one 
of the gorges, viewing a film at 
one of Ithaca's movie -theaters, 
hitting up ·a cafe at night, raiding 
the library's collection- of old 
movies or having· . my clock 
. perfectly set to TCAT time. 
Although I haven't called 
Ithaca my home for long, I feel 
a sense of ownership and pride 
in the place like many locals 
do, which has given me a 
completely new perspective on 
the hectic end of summer/ 
beginning of fall. I've watched · 
the traffic increase, the streets 
crowd and the hordes of 
students and parents descend 
upon Ithaca. As·excited as I am 
about friendly reunions,. new 
classes and other .activities, 
part of me is wistful for the 
Ithaca I lived in this summer -
a college town minus the 
college students. · 
However, I am one of those 
college students, and we're all 
back. Now that I've had a tiny 
taste of what the community has 
to offer, I feel an obligation to 
remind my.self and every~ne 
else that Ithaca isn't just our 
playground. It's a year-round 
home to lots · of people who, 
along with their neighborhoods, 
deserve our respect and 
consideration. 
Stay here a ·summer, learn 
ho~ "gorges" Ithaca really is,. 
and you'll understand. 
· Caitlin Connelly is a junior 
politics major. E.-mail her at 
cconnell@ithaca.edu. 
Debates and commentaries will appear on this page weekly. To contribute, please call Opinion Editor Nathan E. Wilson at 274-3208. 
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Just a 
Thought 
Absence· of R_esN et 
reveals ·dependency 
Upon moving into my on-campus 
apartment and plugging my computer 
into ResNet, I · found the network 
working even slower than usual. I soon 
learned that recent 
EMILY 
PAULSEN 
ResNet system. 
problems were 
more than the 
headaches and 
delays. In fact, 
the Blaster Worri.1 
Virus, which has been 
invading PCs and 
clogging up the 
network, forced the 
Office of Information 
Technology Services 
to temporarily shut 
down the entire 
But who needs it, right? When the 
. system went down, classes hadn't started 
and many students were just moving in. 
Gorgeous weather left few people with 
legitimate reasons for staying inside in 
front of their computers. Not surprisingly 
though, this temporary shutdown didn't 
go unnoticed. Apparently college 
students really do use the Internet for 
more than just downloading MP3s. -
Marty of us rely on e-mail for 
communica;ting with roommates, coaches 
and campus employers. We go online to 
add and drop courses, to pay our bills and 
to order books for classes. Of course, we 
could find ways to do all of these things 
without our own individual broadband 
Internet connections, but why bother? 
More initated than incapable, we use a 
·technolo-gy.,. (allure as· an all~purpose 
excuse. R~alistically, ResNet problems 
don't create!ffipenetrable barriers between 
.students and their job-training schedules . 
. There are people, even students, who 
function fairly easily without individual 
broadband, or even dial .. up, Internet 
access. It seems that we've become more 
accustomed to the convenience than 
dependent on the technology. 
As you may have noticed, however, 
our basic reliance on inevitably imperfect 
technology is increasing alf the time. As 
our lives become more complicated, we 
grow .to see our conveniences as 
necessities. The most basic daily 
activities and interactions have become 
dependent upon the functioning of certain 
technologies that aren't necessarily as 
reliable as we like to assume. 
When a blackout wreaked havoc on 
millions of energy consumers two weeks 
ago, many people were literally unable to 
function without electricity-driven 
technologies. Though .most of us were 
~nly in the dark for a few ho~rs, w~ got a 
sense of the degree to which we rely on 
-electricity to run not only our refrigerators 
and TVs, but also our daily lives .. 
Commuters were left stranded, 
employees were sent home because stores 
and businesses couldn't operate and many 
people did not e'ven have water, as the loss 
of power to electric pumps shut their 
supplies off immediately. 
- Though our ·reliance on th"e Internet 
has not reached the level of our reliance 
on electricity, it has the potential to do so. 
Excessive dependence on technology 
made it possible for a lqss of electricity 
to nearly stop the operation of daily life 
in the Northeastern United State's. It 
seems that our obsession with 
technology makes us unexpectedly 
vulnerable. 
Before you run to . disconnect your 
electricity and throw away your laptop 
though, realize that it's your dependency 
on the technology - not the technology 
itself - t,hat's taking over your life. 
,Just a Thought appears in this space 
every week. E-mail Emily Paulsen· at 
epaulse 1@ithaca.edu. 
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Now Available 
....... 
Breakfast at 
Campus Center 
Dining. Hall 
So if Y<?,U' re 
on the run, 
'""> ·~ -:· Stop by 
·j:1nd Grab 
~ •.;fil;FJU 'Breakfast .: 
- to Go! 
www.ithaca.edu/dining 
TOWER 
CLUB 
AT H H.ACA 
COLLEGE 
The Tower Club 
Restaurant 
isaow 
• • '7' ..... , .. • 
. ....,...,_ ~: 
SUNDAY \ 
BRUNCH-,-_.\ 
11~ ~-~-Every S..clay 
Call 
274-3393 
Resen,adoaa. · 
Required 
www.ithaca.edu/towerc1ub 
ID Express and Bonus Bucks are ·accepted 
at ALL Dining Services es~blishments 
Campbell's Soups 
Starbucks Carmel Macchiato 
lndlvldualfzed Pizza 
EdY's Ice Cream · 
Hours of Operation 
y -. Thursday 7:30 a.m. - l 
Sl:UDY 
ABJ\OAD! 
(It ~9.A change your life!) 
Whatever your major, 'study abroai:l _qJn/ work Jar you! Whether ft is 
your first international}J_/f:!~r./J!.11Ce/·, or 'you -' i!l~lt,4:lb..~. expe'ltflcrd traveler; 
there are programs Ou? ~here/ [1¥ _match_y our.:.fnteres~t,and- need.'i. 
WA.NT MORE "iNl 01iMAft€iN? 
COME TO AN INFOS:ESSH:iN! 
New Program ln Australta! 
IC walkabout Down under Info sessions: 
Thurs., 9/4; 12:10-1 :00, Textor 10~ 
Wed., 9/10; 6:00-7:00, Textor 101 
Thurs., 9/18; 5:00-6:00, Textor 103 
Tues.,. 9/23; 12:10-1:00, Textor 101 
· IC London center Info sessions: 
-Wed., 9/10; 7:00-8:00, Textor 101 
Tues., 9/16; 12:10-1:00, Textor 101 
Thurs., 9/18; 6:00-7:00, Textor 103 
Jr,. . , 
General Sti.JdV Abroad Info SesSions.· 
. . Tues., 9/~;.12:~0-<1.:()Q, WUllims 22f' 
Thurs., 9/~Ji.:1.i ,£~0;1:00, Williams 221 
· Wed., 9/~7;·:·S':00:6:00, Textor 101 , 
For1nore'.1nformation, contact the 
· Office of International PrQgrams at 27 4-3306 
.... - .--i..~ ... ,,. ~- ' ... . • ' 
1t. 
Walk on the Wild Side 
A new program teaches incoming stu-
dents survival ski11s -
literally. Page 16. 
From top to bottom: 
•Sunset over the Black Sea. 
• Tanya, a Chechen refugee 
living in Rostov. 
•Main street of Rostov. 
•Residential area of Rostov. 
•Statute of Lenin in main 
park of Rostov. 
•Natalie, also a Chechen 
refugee, in her home. 
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Chechen refugees share stories with students 
BY JOE GERAGHTY 
Editor in Ch ief Russia lags far behind the West in basic creature comforts 
and overall stability, the people I met there casually ·explained 
Natalie Petrova was distraught all day. At around four these difficulties with the catchall phrase, "It '~ Russia." 
in the afternoon tears welled up in her eyes as it appeared The difficulties of being Russian are real, though. Banks 
that her worst fears would be confirmed. The Americans still refuse to accept American currency that looks old or 
would not be able to stay for dinner. tattered because their own currency, the Ruble, has been 
We had met her earlier in the day at her tiny apartment devalued and declared worthless so many times that they 
in Kaminsk, a small city outside of Rostov-on-Don, the have learned to be cautious. Russia still has a strict inter-
capital of the southern region of the Russian Federation. nal passport system that dates back to Stalin's rule and se-
This was our second trip to the town about two hours out- verely restricts citizens ' ability to move from one city to 
side of Rostov and our second visit with Natalie. another. Communist monuments still litter the landscape 
I had come to Kaminsk with another American jour- and former Communist leaders still occupy positions of 
nal · m tudent and a translator to wor on a story about power so that real, meanin 1 reform that might some-
the plight of refugees who had fled the devastating war in day lead to a stable economy remains years away. 
Chechnya. Our first visit, a week earlier, had begun at Na- We spoke at length with Natalie and Tanya and other 
talie's home with a huge meal of borscht, potatoes, cu- Chechens about the difficulties they face in Russia. Tanya 
cumbers and beef. This time, though, we were on a tighter and her husband Boris were forced to flee the hills of Chech-
schedule and we had headed first to the dilapidated house nya after Russian mortar fire destroyed their home. They 
of another Chechen refugee family. There Tanya, the ma- left with only what they could carry. On the journey, Boris' 
triarch, served us an enormous meal. mother was killed when a Russian jet bombed the bridge 
The result, unfortunately for Natalie, was that our bel- they were traveling over. 
lies were full beyond all reason by the end of the visit. Still, And yet the refugees we visited seemed almost uni-
she asked in plaintive tones if perhaps we could stop at versally hopeful. Not that the war would soon be over or 
her apartment to taste the spread she had prepared. even that their lives would drastically improve in the near 
TJ Wait, the other American, and ---------------- future, but that their children 
I decided we could to pay our van , , would lead better lives than their 
driver the roughly $20 it would cost The ability to understand parents had. 
to keep him in Kaminsk for anoth- "I came here for my chil-
er two hours. We announced we and relate to people of differ- dren," Tanya told us. It was a sen-
could stay and Natalie's face lit up timent shared by all the Chechens 
with joy. ent cultures is only becoming we spoke with. 
When we entered her humble, ~ ~ And while the people I passed 
one-room home, we realized just more important. on the streets of Rostov appeared 
how important our visit was. The sullen and so11owful, I began to re-
table, which she had to borrow from a neighbor, was set alize as I sat at Natalie's table that Russians' exterior ap-
up. Her three chairs were placed around it. Bowls, plates pearance is just a fa~ade. I could see the truth in Natalie's 
and pots full of food covered the top of the table and it was smile as she fed us bowl after bowl of borscht. I could see 
obvious that, had we not come, she would have sadly the truth in the girlish grin that spread across Tanya's face 
climbed the dark stairs back to her apartment and doleful- when she watched her two daughters demonstrate their tra-
ly returned the dishes to their cupboards, alone. ditional Chechen dances for their American guests. 
As it was, she dashed around the room making sure we While I sat there slurping borscht and noshing on cu-
were comfortable, then ran to the communal kitchen down cumbers, I began to think about going home to my car and 
the hall to heat up the food she had prepared for our vis- my house and my supermarkets. How foreign those things 
it earlier in the day. seemed to me at that moment. 
TJ, a broadcast journalism student, asked Natalie to say Then I realized that even my life in Russia, which I con-
something about our visit for his camera.' She stood there sidered primitive compared to life back home, was noth-
with a look of sincere gratitude and told TJ and me that ing compared to a typical Russian 's life. I could afford the 
we were the first Americans she had ever met, and the first five dollars it typically cost to go out to a nice restaurant 
journalists ever to listen to the stories of Chechen in Rostov. I could afford to shop at the good grocery store 
refugees in the city. She thanked us with all her heart and for peanut butter and fresh fruits. I could spend two dol-
told us that neither she nor anyone else we had spoken to lars to take a taxi halfway across town instead of spend-
that day would ever forget us. ing 30 cents and riding a hot, crowded bus. 
This is a woman who fled Chechnya with only the Even in Russia I led a life of privilege. 
clothes on her back as soldiers fought bloody battles in front I came to Russia as a journalism student planning to re-
of her family home. She lived alone in poverty in Kamin- ·port and write stories and learn a thing or two about my 
sk and here she was thanking us for visiting her. future profession. I left with a new appreciation of the im-
And so we sat there, gorging ourselves on the food Na- portance and power of true international travel experiences. 
talie had lovingly prepared for two Americans she'd only In an increasingly interconnected and in~rdependent 
met a week earlier, and I began to reflect on my Russian world, the ability to understand and relate to people of dif-
experience. I thought back to my first days in Moscow ferent cultures is only becoming more important. Clearly 
and my first impressions of Russia as a disorganized, dirty we're not going to gain that understanding by reading about 
place full of depressed people all struggling to find a way it in a book or spending a few days in London or Paris or 
out of their country. even Moscow. A college degree goes hand in hand with a 
It took a trip to a real Russian village and a visit with real broad international education and I now know that to get 
Russian people to realize the truth about the country. Though one without the other is a serious mistake. 
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Back 
Beat 
A khaki kid's tribute 
to hip-hop cuJture 
I'd like to make this clear at the very 
beginning: I am white. 
Whiter than white. I'm a 
Dairy Queen. I'm translucent 
That being said, I think you 
should_ know something · 
else: I love rap music. 
Love it to its core. I 
love the whole cul-
ture. The sourid of 
the music, the throb-
bing bass, the dexter.-
ous wordsmiths, the 
street verse. I · also 
:.>•:;;;a A<3 ::;q::''\i' love the dress. 
SEAN FENNESSEY The dashiki~, 
baggy pants, giant clocks that hang 
around your neck, throwback jerseys -
they' re all vibrant and different and fun. 
Now just because I appreciat~ and re-
spect the eulture, doesn't mean I falsely 
(and lamely) try to emulate it. It has its 
place. That place just is not in my house 
or on my body. Like I said, I'rri white and 
I deserve khakis ·and loafers with pennies · 
in them. When I see a white kid from Rye 
County or Long Island or any other 
blessed region dressed in FUBU jeans and 
a doo rag, I think to myself, "That's a 
shame. That kid has ·no identity." But just 
because I know my place doesn't mean I 
can't get down to any type of music I 
please. I'm often pleased by Rakim and 
De La Soul. · 
Some people have a problem with that. 
• The loudest and most ignorant con-
tention comes from ostrich-headed, old-
er (typically white) men. They say that 
since 7~% of all rap records are sold to 
white kids, these kids are embracing a cul-
ture they siwnbageo1 - en · - and knpw 
nothing about it. Titls just sn't~make 
sense to me. 
My father is a police officer. I know 
crime sucks. But in the same way I want 
to hear him tell me stories about wiretaps 
and drug busts, I yearn to hear the other 
side from Raekwon the Chef and Kool G 
Rap. There's something stirring and 
electric about the found sound approach 
hip-hop uses. It's an abandonment of tra-
dition in that most songs don't use in-
strumentation, and verbal acrobatics are 
consistently on display. Raekwon may not 
know Raymond Chandler. He doesn't 
have to. He's already Phillip Marlowe. 
My favorite MC, Jay-Z, often talks 
about Brooklyn's Marcy-Projects,.where 
he grew up at).d dealt drugs. I don't real-
ly know much about any projects. The 
only projects I saw iri growing up were 
science projects. And my science projects 
were terrible. But I like to hear another.per-
spective, another way someone grew up. 
It doesn't hurt that producer Kanye West 
layers Jay's voice over a lush Al Green 
sample on "Never Change." 
-If you have no idea what I'm talking 
about, first check out·Al Green, 'then· check 
out Jay-Z's ''The Blueprint." Don'flet me 
lose you. 
Here's an example that may be closer 
to home. I love country legend Johnny 
Cash, too. I have absolutely no idea what 
it's like to be in Folsom State Prison. But 
"Folsom Prison Blues" is still a timeless 
song. Just because I'm not a convicted 
felon doesn't mean I can't appreciate that 
song. This immediately justifies a nation 
of awkward, crater-faced white kids lis-
tening to 50 Cent. And just because I did-
n't grow up in the projects doesn't mean 
I can't listen to Jay-Z. 
The music doesn't make those kids 
cool. What they learn from it, whether it's 
how to dance or why it's not good to be 
shot nine times, is entirely up to them. But 
don't mock me becau~e I know all the 
words to Mos Def's "Black On Both . 
Sides." Just call me cultured . . 
Back Beat appears in this _spac_e every 
week . . E-mail Sean Fennessey at 
sfennesl@ithaca.edu. 
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en nature calls 
New program takes freshmen into the fresh air 
BY ELIZABETH QUILL 
Assis tant Accent Editor 
. faculty and staff members. The students were 
divided into smaller groups with eight students 
and two or-three leaders. 
Welcome to the baokwoods, where veter-
an hikers wear boots that are muddied with ex-
solving problems posed by the leaders. They 
gave the students tents and told them to set 
them up. They gave the students gasoline and 
told them to start a fire. When things went 
wrong, the group had to find a way to fix them. 
· The participants packed on the evening of 
Wednesday, Aug. 20, and heacled to Hector 
National Park the next morning. Each 
group hiked into the woods, chose a spot and 
set up camp. 
-perience, true campers carry packs with at least 
lO zipper pouches and leaders know what they 
are doing. Or do they? First-year students· at 
Ithaca College have proven that once they trav-
"[My team] had a tent fiasco," Pender said. 
el off the beaten trail, 
anything · goes. Several 
have lived to tell about ~t. 
Freshman Carolyn 
Pender learned about 
the ECHO program 
when she picked up a 
brochure and applica-
tion at orientation. A 
new program this year, 
Experiencing Connec-
tions by Heading Out-
doors brings first year 
students to campus ear-
ly and helps them make 
the transition by taking 
them on a two-day 
overnight hike. 
Pender doesn't con-
sider herself an experi-
Another group took half her team's poles so 
she and her teammates had to put op the tents 
with sticks, tying two ends of the tent to trees. After pitching tents and starting fires , the 
COURTESY OF ECHO PROGRAM 
HIKERS BOND while roasting marshmallows over a fire they built themselves. 
groups hiked to a central lo-
cation to celebrate the set-
ting of the sun, sing and play 
the drums. 
Freshman Jarvis Soto ·said 
the group played games like 
"Elves, Wizards, Giants," a 
unique version of"Rock, Pa-
per, Scissors," and told 
- scary stories. 
U ytienhove said the goal 
of the program was to 
challenge incoming stu-
dents_ physically, sqcially 
and psychologically by 
taking them out of their 
comfort zones. 
enced hiker, but she was better off than some 
students who, when asked to rate their hik-
ing and camping experience·, checked the 
boxes next to "I have hiked to my mailbox," 
and "Does that mean sleeping outside?" 
"I slept in that one," Pender added. "Ours 
was actually more sturdy than others." 
There were other obstacles to overcome 
as well - mainly using the bathroom. The 
leaders gave &tudents shovels to bury·their 
excrement. Pender said that people played 
games like baseball with their shovel and-one 
kid ate his food with it. 
"We wanted them to 
learn what adjustments 
they needed to make in a 
new environment," she said. 
Soto said he adjusted well. 
"I wasn't sure exactly where we were, 
though;~ he said. 
Most of the participants did not know ex-
actly where they started hiking, and had no clue 
_ where they were by the time they were done. 
According to Kim Uyttenhove, assistant 
director of first year programs, the selection 
committee looked for a wide range of ex-
perience while reviewing applications. In ad-
dition to considering hiking and camping 
skills, the application focused on leadership 
abilities. After all, the students ,would be 
spending a night together in the woods. · 
Freshman Kat Caporiccio said that some 
people were more sensitive than others. 
Caporiccio said the maximum hike any 
group· could do was 22 miles, but her group 
walked 10 miles. in two days, which was 
enough. She said she was happy to meet ·new 
friends and to move in early, but she was even 
more excited when she finally got to .use a 
"They gave us a book called 'How to 
S--- in the Woods,"' she added. 
Pender said that she got to know people by 
Forty students participated in the program. 
There were an additional 14 student leaders, toi'let ag~in. · 
BY CHRISTINE SZUDZIK 
Staff Writer 
~ . 
Labor Day is the celebration 
of the working jack. So don't be 
lazy - do the holiday justice and 
put the government-provided 
time to good use. Here are some 
thingi; to do over the long week-
~nd that will inspire you to cap-
- ture th~ spirit of Labor Day. 
coe.cornell.edu for more infor-
mation. 
Get out your glow sticks and hightail it to a bowling alley 
for some late-night fun. lde's 
Bowling Alley offers Rock 'n' 
. Bowl on Friday · and Saturday 
nights. The party starts at 9:45 
p.m: and the $10.00 admission fee 
will cover your ball and funky 
LARRY WESTLER/THE ITHACAN 
. . ADD MORE WRINKLES to your brain at the Sciencenter. 
Feel like finding your ir~.ner child? Visit the Sciencenter, 
a hands--'on science museum 
with more than 100 exhibits and 
an outdoor science park. The 
Sciencenter is geared toward 
children; but is · fun for all 
ages. Admission· is '$6.00 for 
adults 18 and up, but only 
$4.00 for those lucky freshmen 
who are still 17. The Sciencen-
ter is located at 60 I First St. in 
Ithaca. Call 272-0600 or visit . 
-sciencenter.org for more infor-
mation .. 
Pretend y.ou ' re climbing Everest at the Lindseth 
Climbing Wall at Cornell Uni- · 
_versity. A day pass for non-Cor-
nell students is $10.00, and the 
wall is open Monday through 
Friday, 5 to IO p.m:, and Sat-
urday and Sunday, I , to 6 p.m. 
Call 254-8255 or browse 
rental shoes. lde's is located at 
350 Pine Tree Road in Ithaca. Call 
272-BOWL for more information. 
Need to express yourself? Visit Dynamic Patterns 
Pottery Studio at 121 S. Cayuga 
St., and paint your own pottery. 
· Prices start at $2.00 and peak at 
$50.00, plus an $8.00 studio fee. 
Dynamic Patterns is holding an 
after hours painting night on Fri-
day which will last until mid-
night. Otherwise, the studio is 
open 11 a.in. to 8 p.m. from 
Monday through Saturday, and 1 
p.m. to 5 p.m. on Sunday. Call 
256-8924 or surf dynamicpar-
terns.c_om for details. ' 
Musefest 2003 is a three-day outdoor festival featuring 
dozens of acts such as Hank 
Roberts and Wiggy Boy, John 
Brown's Body and Cletus and the 
Barn Burneis. Tickets are free and 
- ,include a Musefest 2003 compila-
lion CD, but the organizers request 
a $20.00 donation at the door. 
Musefest 2003 will be held Friday 
through Sunday at Newhart's 
Lodge in Newfield. Check out 
musefest.org for more information . 
Get your _groove on at the Lost . Dog . Cafe, where Kevin 
Fives will play on Friday at 9 
p.m., and punk act Ann Beretta 
will entertain patrons on Sunday 
at 9 p.m._ Eat dinner in the cafe 
before you enjoy the live music · 
in the lounge. The Lost Dog Cafe 
is located at 106-112 S. Cayuga 
St. Call 277-9143 or browse lost-
dogcafe.net for the particulars. 
Get back to nature and __ take a tour of Cayuga Lake by 
kayak. Puddledockers rents in-
dividual and tandem kayaks 
for $15 along with all the gear 
you need. On Friday guides will 
lead a sunset paddle, and for the 
less experienced there's a be-
ginner~- lesson on Saturday. 
LARRY WESTLERffHE ITHACAN 
ESCAPE TO CAYUGA Lake. 
LARRY WESTLER/THE ITHACAN 
FILL 'ER UP at Wegmans. 
Check www.puddledockers.com 
for details. 
T)op some microwave popcorn 
rand rent some classics: Have 
a wedding night and watch "My 
Big Fat Greek Wedding," "The 
Wedding Planner," "My Best 
Friend's Wedding," and "The 
Wedding Singer." Or bond with 
the Brat Pack and watch "Sixteen 
Candles," "The Breakfast Club," 
"Ferris Bueller's Day Off' and 
"Pretty in Pink," You can rent 
video~ at Hollywood Video (719 
S. Meadow St), Wegrnans (500 S. 
Meadow St.) and Collegetown 
Video (103 Dryden R~ad). 
'l 'I Then darkness falls, head 
V V outside for a night with hob-
bits and wizards on the Campus 
Center Quad. Watch them save 
Middle Earth in "Lord of the 
Rings: the Two Towers" at 9 
p.m. Friday: Admission and food 
are free. Bring your own blanket. 
Head to Cornell · Cinema's Willard Straight Hall to see 
restored versions of Francis Ford 
Cappola's "The Godfather," 
Stanley Kubrick's genre defining 
. "2001: A Space Oddessey" and Al-
fred Hitchcock's dizzying mas-
terpiece "Vertigo." Tickets are $4 
for matinees and $5 for evening 
shows. Check out www-cine-
ma.slife.cornell.edu. 
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Ilium festival defies mythology Accent 
On BY MIKE NAGEL 
Staff Writer 
"What is the Icarus Theatre En-
semble?" asks the elderly man sit-
ting in seat G-108 of the State The-
ater, as he awaits the start of Lanford 
Wilson's play, "Book of Days." He 
turns to the woman sitting next to 
him, "Do you know anything? Isn't 
it ·some kind of community theater?" 
These are the kinds of questions 
that make Icarus' co-founder 
Jaime Grady flinch. 
"Because we're from the [Ithaca] 
community, people assume we're 
community theater," said Grady. 
"Not that there's anything wrong 
with that ... but we're a professional 
company that just happens to reside 
in Ithaca." 
2006 
RACHAEL GOLDSTEIN 
EXPLORATORY 
Hometown: Westchester, N.Y. 
How. can you tell freshmen 
apart from underclassmen? I 
think freshmen are more friend-
ly to one another. 
Together with his friend David 
Dannenfelser, Grady formed the 
Icarus Theatre Ensemble three 
years ago after years of brain-
storming and big dreams. For 
those unfamiliar with ancient 
Greek mythology, Icarus is the boy 
who constructed wings of wax and 
COURTESY OF ICARUS THEATER ENSEMBLE 
A MURDER MYSTERY about small-town America, "Book of Days," is one of the plays to be performed by 
the Icarus Theater Ensemble this week. Above, Ruth Hoch (Siouxsie Grady) examines a shotgun while 
Len Hoch (Derek Matson), Sharon Bates (Olive Dunbar) and Sheriff Conroy (Peter.Shuman) look on. 
What celebrity would you like 
to see run for governor of New 
York? Brad Pitt. 
What's the most embarrassing 
injury you've ever sus-
tained? I broke my back in front 
of 50 people. 
feathers, but unfortunately flew too have led to the second annual Ilium 
close to the sun and discovered that Theatre Festival that is running 
heat plus wax doesn't add up to downtown at the historic State The-
The festival continues this 
week. All shows start at 8:00 p.m. 
at the State Theatre, except for the 
August 31 performance of 
"Monograms," which starts at 7 
p.m. Tickets are $12 in advance, $14 
at the door and $10 for students. Vis-
it www.icarustheatre.com for 
more information. 
successful air travel. atre from now until Sept. 7. 
"We came up with the name The festival showcases four plays 
'Icarus' because ... it's about do- this year - one more than in its in-
ing the impossible," Grady said. augural season. Each show is pro-
"People say you can't do it, but duced, directed and acted by mem-
we're doing it." hers oflcarus Theatre Ensemble. 
Although the ensemble is still in in- Grady hopes Ilium grows to include 
fancy, it has already enjoyed local other national theater companies by 
success. There are approximately 50 2005 and, in the future, even more 
members in the company and for the forms of art and expression. 
"Monograms" by Susan Mach -
Aug. 31, Sept. 5 
A sketch of the life of Hazel Hall, 
a paraplegic poet-hermit of the ear-
ly 1900s, and her relationship 
with her sister Ruth. 
past three springs the group h3;5 run .. , :!We're really into getting the town 
a well-attended, eight:-wet?ik ~ of excited and alive [about the arts] and 
acting-wodshops. These programs not just about us," says Grady. 
f:Jow open to ALL students 
living or 
ll'sa 
•-lninerl 
You're in school. 
You' re in Tompkins 
or Cortland County. 
You're 1'in" with CFCUI 
Banking is more affordable and more con-
ven_ient at CFCU Community Credit Union ! 
• Seven branch locations in Tompkins 
and Cortland counties. Including a 
branch on the Cornell and Ithaca 
College Campuses 
, f❖ One of the area's largest ATM networks 
·; th~\ij~t and phone banking 
• TotaJly,ftq~ checking with no service 
charges ofm~i,ntenance feeL 
plus lnteresfot;,!>alances over $200 
' CI.;:> 
And because credit uni'll1:> typically offer 
lower rates on loa ns anlf~~s (and higher 
rate.son savings). you could ~9ve hundreds 
of dollars over the course of Ji~car! 
• ··r:::=~· 
CFCU 
• 
Credit Union 
607-257-8500 
www.mycfcu.com 
Equd Oppoll1m1~i l,~ndc, ,, 
Deposits (Jt!ci insun,d op to $ l00,(X)O by NCUA 
I 
"Icarus" by Edwin Sanchez 
Aug. 28, Sept. 2, Sept. 6 
The story of one man's dream to 
"touch the sun" and his sister's ef-
forts to keep his vision alive. 
"Book of Days" by Lanford Wil-
son - Aug. 29, Sept. 4 
A look at the darker side of rural 
America with a dash of murder-
mystery theater. 
"Boston Marriage" by David 
Mamet - Aug. 30, Sept. 1, Sept. 3 
A comedy of errors about two 
refined Boston lesbians. 
What's the best strategy for 
getting out of a speeding 
ticket? Look cute. 
What national holiday would 
you llke to see put on the cal-
endar? National Sleep Day. 
What aspect of the ResNet do 
you miss the most? Being con-
nected to the whole world. 
· CHeck-out 
The Ithacan 
Online 
www.ithaca.edu/ithacan 
Sign up for our weekly 
e-mail bulletin. 
Center Haircutters 
Hair Studio 
The Poetry 
of Haircutting 
Open Mon. - Thurs. 
Guy's Haircut $10 with ad 
Regular Price $12 
Shampoo $2 extra 
Located in Center Ithaca 
The Commons 
phone: 272-8685 
' 
-1 
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Online acrobatics 
Media 
Review 
BY EMILY BROWN 
Accent Editor 
remove it, then you 
can use Backftip to orga-
nize your favorite Web sites. 
THURSDAY, AUGUST 28, 2003 
You have to blaze your own trail through 
cyberspace if you want to find the best of the 
Internet. It's all there - the psychotic fan sites, 
the bootleg MP3s, the watchdog orga-
First, you put a little "backflip it!" button on 
your browser (it's like adding a Google search 
to your toolbar). Then you click the button 
when you 're on a site you like. A pop-
•~d p1g•, to 'l!w._!'-1!!!!!!!! ____ _,_...., 
nizations, the personal accounts 
and the volumes of information the 
government is biding by making 
its Web sites impossible to nav-
igate. But you ·can't access it all 
thro~gh the AOL home page. 
The problem · with blazing a 
trail, though, is that you get ·disoriented. 
You go online to get directions from 
MapQuest and end up buying a DVD from 
Amazon.com. You can make your own list of 
links by bookmarking your favorites on your 
browser, but that gets messy fast - like a desk 
drawer when what you really need is a filing 
cabinet. 
That's what inspired sites like Backflip, 
a free online bookmarltjng service that sur-
vived the dot-com crash and still only has one 
banner ad. Once you become a member at 
www.backftip.com, you can sign in and start 
saving links to your favorite Web sites. It's 
an upgrade from the feature on your brows-
er because you actually create a searchable 
directory. You can put the sites in chrono-
logical order, view them from A to Z, search 
them for keywords and divide them into scads 
of categories. The options are familiar: you 
create, edit and delete subfolders the way you 
would in Windows. 
Backflip has a simple, consistent design 
and idiot-proof navigation. If you can fig-
ure out which way to twist a bottle cap to 
up window appears and asks you for 
the name, address and description 
of the Web site. You fill it in, click 
"done" and you're on your way. 
Besides giving you access ·to your folders, 
the Backftip home page tells you 
which sites everyone else is 
"backflipping." On the day 
that I wrote this, the most pop-
ular site was "jeeran.com on-
line community - free hosting 
for Arabs and Muslims." 
The Backflip homepage also gives . 
you access to public directories· - other. peo-
ple 's folders which they have chosen to "pub-
lish," or allow anyone to look through. 
You can make your own folders public or 
give only certain people access to them. Back-
flip will even help you compose an e-mail 
inviting people you know to peruse your list 
of favorites. Backflip has a feature that al-
lows you to "tour" a folder. When you click 
"tour it!" a Backflip frame will appear at the 
top of your browser window. The frame has 
a drop-dowri menu with links to all the sites 
in the folder. Below, the Web sites are dis-
played. But the Backflip homepage is only 
a click away. 
Of course the system does not always 
. I 
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work perfectly. Sometimes the drop-
down menu doesn't work with Internet 
Explorer (it's more consistent with 
Netscape), and the pages are often slow to 
load. Also, when you click on "public fold-
ers," it lists all the user names from Accor-
dianmaid to zeus666, instead of listing the 
titles of the folders themselves, which 
would probably be more indicative of the con-
tent. You can do a keyword search 
through the public directories, 
but that's another feature that 
is slow and sometimes com-
pletely -stuck. 
Nevertheless, Backflip has 
many applications for a college campus. 
It's perfect for creating bibliographies, 
working collaboratively. and switching be-
tween different computers. If you bookmark 
~~1.Jc:) !,.. .. . . d:. • ..,, .. ;J . - ,i4-L ,,· .... ~!:; 
• \ tH ., 
CLEAN & PROTECT your computer 
Get the ITS Virus Tool CD 
from your RA or 
at the ITS Helpdesk 
a site, you can only access it through your 
browser on your personal computer. If you 
"backflip" a site, you can access it through 
any browser on any computer - and give 
other people access, too. 
There is no magic portal to the In-
ternet. Backflip has its problems, but 
it's a user-driven entrance into the 
maze. AOL, Yahoo! and MSN may be 
your safe little neighborhood on the edge of 
the World Wide Web, but they will only di-
rect you to other popular commercial sites. 
Backflip lets you make your own travehplans. 
00 HOt RISK LOSt«; YOUR M:SNE:t CONN£C110N CR 
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Costner flick 
opens fire 
BY MATT HUNTLEY 
Staff Writer 
One of the pleasures of Kevin 
Costner's "Open Range" is the way 
it slowly reveals its two heroes' 
buried secrets. They are a couple of 
rugged yet likeable "free-grazing" 
cowboys who eventually open up to 
each other. 
The two 
men call 
themselves 
Boss and 
r - - - ~ 
*** ··open Range·· 
-- -- - - - - _ ____J 
Charley. They are played by Robert 
Duvall and Kevin Costner, two 
skillful actors who find the right note 
for this material because you realize 
they are paying homage to other 
Westerns - a similar story and char-
acters existed in Clint Eastwood's Os-
car-winning "Unforgiven" (1992). 
While Duvall and Costner fully in-
habit Boss and Charley and make 
them real, one can tell they are also 
having fun with them. 
Boss and Charley graze cattle on 
the open range in 1882 and firmly be-
lieve that no man has the right to tell 
another man how to live and make a 
living. They have known each oth~r 
and worked together for 10 years, 
though _strangely know 'very little 
about one another. Boss~mploys two 
less experienced cowboys named 
Mose (Abraham Benrubi) and a 
Hispanic teenager named Button , 
(Diego Luna). They work in the 
senli:.a:civ.iliz.ed West where heavy 
rainstorms and floods often separate 
. their herds of cattle and horses. 
Boss sends Mose into a nearby 
town one day to round up the stray 
livestock, where he becomes the vic-
tim of ruthless townspeople who do 
not like the idea of free-grazers 
stealing their cattle business. This 
prompts Boss and Charley to take ac-
tion against the perpetrators, who are 
led by an hish immigrant named Bax-
ter (Michael Gambon). It becomes 
clear that tension and conflict will cul-
minate in a showdown. 
Along the way, Boss and 
Charley meet the local doctor and his 
sister Sue (Annette Bening), with 
whom Charley strikes up an unex-
pected and problematic romance. 
Charley is direct and frank with Sue. 
"Men are going to die today .and I'm 
going to be the one killing them," he 
says. 
Costner and Bening give honest, 
touching performances and viewers 
may be persuaded to think they could 
fall in love with one another in such· 
a short amount of time. But it's nev-
er clear if they actually do. Craig Stor-
per 's screenplay, based on the novel 
of the same title by Lauran Paine, 
should have disposed of the romance 
altogether or developed Sue and 
Charley's scenes so that viewers 
would care more about their outcome. 
Another flaw lies in the film's vil-
lains. The screenplay doesn't really 
tell the viewers about the "bad 
guys" and their harmful intentions. 
The characaters are banal and exist 
mostly for the sake of the plot. 
Still, the film has many 'V1ffues. 
James Moro's cinematography 
gives us stunningly beautiful, pic-
turesque images. He works in the 
foreground and background so that 
viewers fully appreciate the details 
of each sliot. 
Costner also handles the final gun 
battle in a unique, convincing man-
ner. The use of sound, or lack there-
COURTESY OF TOUCHSTONE PICTURES 
DIE-HARD COWBOY Charley {Kevin Costner) shows his stuff. 
of, creates a more realistic se-
quence. There is no incidental music 
to give the impression of an artificial 
buildup. 
Men who get shot actually 
squirm, · and bleed before dying. 
There's no · fancy choreography, 
suggesting the · actors . improvised 
their movements, making them ap-
pear less sta,ged and more plausible. 
It was 'also somewhat refreshing 
to know that Costner's Charley is not 
a born gunslinger, but a man with ex-
perience from the Civil War that al-
lows him to know exactly how the 
fight is going to play out. 
It may take awhile for viewers to 
get into "Open Range," but Costner's 
pacing allows them to soak in the 
beautiful imagery and experience the 
tension before the thrilling climax. 
"Open Range" is well-acted, enter-
taining and memorable enough to 
hold its own place among the recent 
ventures into the Western genre. 
"Open Range" was written by 
Craig Storper, directed by Kevin Cost-
ner and produced by Jake Eber and 
Kevin Costner. The film stars Kevin 
Costner, Robert Duvall and Annette 
Bening. 
Guster delivers something old, nothing ne~ 
College pop's latest regurgitates angst with sickly sweet sounds 
BY STACEY COBURN . 
Assistant Accent Editor 
Inspirational greats Stevie Wonder and The 
Smiths, along with newer, electronic indie bands 
such as Grandaddy have been spinning on the 
"collective Guster CD player," according to the 
band's Web site. But 
on the band's new 
album, "Keep it 
Together," it sounds 
like Guster's main 
influence is, unfoitu-· 
nately, themselves. 
** ·Keep It Together" 
Guster 
"Keep. it Together" has the same anthem-
like choruses.upbeat drums, catchy guitar and 
bass riffs as well as breakup anger blended 
with breakup despair 
What: 
Musefest 
Where: 
Newhart's Lodge, 
Newfield 
When: Friday, Aug. 29 
through Sunday, Aug. 31 
Cost: Advance tickets are 
free, $20 at the door pays 
for the bands and a 
Musefest CD. 
Why you should go: It's a 
crash course in the local 
music scene. See a lot 
bands for an inexpensive 
price and figure out which 
ones are worth watching 
again. 
that the band has been making· since it first 
. formed as "Gus" 12 years ago at Tufts 
University. 
Not only has the band failed to develop 
musically since these formative years, but 
emotionally they are still writing about the 
same sad situations they faced in college, like 
girls not calling them the day after a party. 
"Amsterdam," the album's first single, is about 
everyone's fantasy revenge - throwing out all 
your ex 's favorite things and writing a letter or 
a book about how that ex made you feel and 
then watching your ex 's reaction to your pub-
lic telling of the trauma. 
Guster's songs always have a lot of energy, 
and that is especially true for the first three 
songs on the album. However, the album as a 
whole seems to have less soul than Guster's 
past. "Ramona" has the same theme as "Either 
Way" from "Lost and Gone Forever" ( 1999), 
COURTESY OF REPRISE RECORDS 
BREAKUP BLUES lose their soul on "Keep 
it Together," Guster's third album. 
but lacks the raw emotion. Listening to songs 
from "Keep it Together" is like hearing a song 
that sounds like another song you know and it 
makes you wish you were listening to that 
other song. In this case, those othe·r songs 
come from Guster's past albums. 
Songs like "Homecoming King," which is 
about Mr. Popularity no longer being the hot-
shot he was in high school, exemplify the 
immaturity of the band. One wonders whether, 
like Ben Folds, thes~ people are still tom up 
about high school decades later, or if they're 
just exploiting the teenage angst to sell some 
records. 
To Guster's credit, the band did attempt to 
create a fufler sound on several of the tracks, 
including instruments such as mellotron, vio-
lin, cello, trumpet and some brass and wood-
winds. However, adding these extra 
instruments seems to drain the energy and soft-
en the sound rather than enhance it. Somehow 
Guster was just fleshier with only Brian 
Rosenworcel on bongos, Adam Gardner play-
ing bass and Ryan Miller playing guitar. 
The bonus track does have some electronic 
influences and sounds like it could be 
Grandaddy or Postal Service .if it weren't for 
Ryan :md Brian's distinct, robust voices. The 
greatest tragedy of the album is the frequent use 
of the snare drum rather than Guster's signature 
bongos, but perhaps Brian grew tired of his 
hands breaking open and bleeding during con-
certs as they so infamously do. 
Sounding like Guster certainly isn't a bad 
·thing for Guster to do. As on their past three 
albums, the songs on "Keep it Together" have 
the same appeal as songs from su'mmer camp. 
There is nothing better than screaming the lyrics 
to their universally themed anthems in the priva-
cy of your dorm room or car. And like summer 
camp songs, Guster 's tunes definitely get stuck 
in your head and refuse to leave. 
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Event of the week eeklV alendar Aug. 28 - Sept. 3 
James McBride, author of "The Color of 
Water," will speak on Tuesday at 8 p.m. 
in Emerson Suites, Campus Center. 
Todav 
IC Campus Crusade for Christ: Early 
Outreach - 11 :45 a.m. at the _Free Speech 
Rock. 
Radio Rush Night - 7 p.m. at Park 
Auditorium. 
Ithacan Recruitment Night - 8 p.m. in 
Park Auditorium. 
Anime Society - 8:30 p.m. in Center for· 
Natural Sciences 115. 
Community 
2nd Annual Ilium Festival - "Icarus" at 8 
p.m. at the State Street Theatre. 
Fridav 
Hillel Shabat: R~eption; Services, 
Shabbat Dinner - 5 p.m. at Muller Chapel. 
Sports 
Volleyball at Moravian lnvatational. 
Community 
2nd Annual Ilium Festival - "Book of 
Days" at 8 p.m. at the State Street Theatre. 
Get on the Bus Party - 9 p.m. at the 
Haunt. " ~-"'" · " :, 
Musefest - at Newhart's Lodge, Newfield. 
.Saturdav 
Havdalah - 8 p.m. at Muller Chapel. 
. Sports 
Men's soccer at 1 p.m. at Salve Regina. 
Women's soccer vs. College of New 
Jersey at 2 p.m. at Wood Field. 
Volleyball - at Moravian lnvatational. 
Community 
2nd Annual Ilium Festival - "Icarus" at 2 
p.m. and "Boston Marriage" at 8 p.m. at the 
State Street Theatre. 
Musefest - at Newhart's Lodge, Newfield. 
sundav 
Protestant Opening Worship Service, 
Worship and Praise Team - 11 a.m. at 
Muller Chapel. 
of vents 
IF I COULD TURN BACK TIME 
REBECCA GAl:IDNER/THE ITHACAN 
RAY TAYLO,R, AN EMPLOYEE of Welliver McGuire, works to Install a clock on 
the Academic Quad. The class of 2003 donated the clock as its senior class gift. 
Hillel Labor Day Weekend Barbecue -
5:30 p.m. at Muller Chapel Pond. 
Sports 
Men's and women's cross country 
Alumni Run at 11 :15 a.m. 
Men's soccer at 1 p.m. at Johnson and 
Wales. 
Women's soccer at 3 p.m. at Elizabethtown. 
Community 
2nd Annual Jlium Festival - "Book of 
Days" at 2 p.m. and "Monograms" at 7 p.m. 
at the State Street Theatre. 
Musefest - at Newhart's Lodge, Newfield. -
Mondav 
Hillel Annual Labor Day Gorge Hike - 1 
p.m. at Textor Flag Pole. 
Students for Christ Weekly Meetings - -
6:30 p.m. in Center for: Natural Sciences'. 
.112. : __ , 
BIGayla - 8 p.m. in Friends 203. 
Ithaca College Environmental Society -
8 p.m. in Friends 203. 
Tuesdav 
Guest Author James McBride, First-Year 
Summer Reading Initiative - Talk and 
jazz perfromance by author 7 p.m. at 
Emerson Suites, Campus Center. 
Sports 
Women's tennis vs. Elmira at 12 p.m. 
Community . 
2nd Annual Ilium Festival - "Icarus" at 8 
p.m. at the State Street Theatre. 
Student Golf Rates 
Weekdays 
9/18 
$9/$14 
Wednesdav 
Last Day ADD/ DROP Block One Courses 
. Last Day ADD/ DROP Semester Courses 
Eucharist for Peace and Healing-1 :10 
p.m. at Muller Chapel. 
Students for a Just Peace Weekly 
Meeting - 7 p.m. in Friends 210. 
Community 
· 2nd Annual Ilium Festival - "Icarus" at 8 
p.m. at the State Street Theatre. 
Not all Ithaca College events are 
listed in the calendar. 
Send information to The Ithacan, 
269 Roy H. Park Hall, Ithaca College, 
by Monday at 5 p.m. For more infor-
mation, call Calendar Manager 
Christa Lombardi at 274-3208 or fax 
at 27 4-1565. 
CAIIICUN 
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$10/$15 Weekends ~ - - . ~ - - S-ell Trips, Ecarn Cc-ash, Ge» Free! 
No Carts Available with these rates 
Rental Sets- $8.00 + tax 
Golf lessons 
$40 for 1 Hour (Max 2 players) 
~sC for 1 Hour (3-8 players) 
273-2326 
218 N. Applegate Rd. 
Directions & Tee Times 
Available at: 
:http://www.hillendale.com 
Ne>w Hiring On-c:camp11Us Re-ps 
To place a classified 
please call 
classified manager 
Hallie Shere 
at 274-1618. 
Business 
NEED CASH TODAY 
WE BUY ALMOST ANYTHING 
CALL 607-7974988 
Media Max 
Mon-Sat. 12-6 p.m. 
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For Rent 
Private and paved parking 
spaces on Prospect Street. 
Available now. For Details call 
272-0365. 
Large 4 bedroom apt. East State · 
St., 2 bedroom apt. East State St. 
phone 280-1985. 
Move in condition. 
For Rent 
3 Bedroom Furnished House 
Close to IC Available Now 
$375 plus per person 
call 273-4211 
For Rent 
IT'S NOT TOO LATE TO FIND 
HOUSING FOR THIS YEAR! 
Let Housing Solutions help. 
WE'RE ITHACA'S #1 SOURCE 
FOR RENTALS! 
272-6091 
103 Dryden Road 
www.housingsolutions.com 
n Welles' 8145 
Sublet 
NEED A SUBLET? 
GOT A SUBLET? 
Your Sublet Connection 
Is Housing Solutions 
272-6091 103 Dryden Road 
www.housingsolutions.com 
7100 
Hitchcodc's 
masterp;ece 
of obsession 
VERTIBC 
CORNELL CINEMA boasts the two best 
screening spaces in the region! Both Uris 
Auditorium and Willard Straight Theatre 
are equipped with Dolby Surround Sound, 
and have great projection and sight lines! 
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The battles of· -South · H;ill 
A young men S squad whet its postseason appetite last season; 
the women S team aims for its first taste of the playoffs since 2000 
Back front Brazil, Bontbers brace 
for rough road ·to NCAA playoffs 
NORIA LITAKER 
Assistant Sports Editor 
As the sun set over Rio de Janeiro in May, 
a soccer game raged between two squads. One 
was composed of a group of fleet-footed 
Brazilians. The other was the Ithaca College 
men's soccer team. 
After a second-round loss in the NCAA 
tournament to St. 
Lawrence, the 
Bombers headed to Men's soccer 
the land of Pele for ll;;;;.;a __________________ _ 
12 days to sharpen their skills against college, 
semi-pro and developmental squads. 
"Even though it was under-17 players, they 
still made us look like idiots on the field," said 
junior Eric Gaier. . 
While the Brazilians may have run circles 
around the South Hill squad, it is unlikely that 
. many opponents will do the same this season. 
Virtually all of the players from last year's 
Empire 8 championship team are back, in-
cluding an especially strong junior class. 
After playing together for two years, gain-
ing confidence and adjusting to one another's 
playing styles, the Bomber juniors will have 
an edge over many of the teams, said junior 
Pat Ouckama. 
Head coach Andy Byrne agreed. 
"[The junior class] is who we're counting 
, on to be the strong players," he said. "They 
will dictate whether or not we' re going to be 
successful this year." 
The junior class includes first-team all-
conference selections and- captains 
Ouckama, midfielder Andy Smith and 
forward Ben Visnyei. 
REBECCAGARONER/THEITHACAN 
JUNIOR PAT OOCKAMA, shown Juggling In practice, wlll be key to the Bombers' 
drive to the playoffs thl• season. 
Complementing the juniors will be another 
all-conference honoree, defender Nick Ac-
comando, 2002 leading scorer Eric Deyle and 
Bombers optin1istic about· season · 
despite loss of prominent players 
BY JENNIFER BEEKMAN 
Staff Writer 
Ithaca's 2002 season came to a premature 
end with one missed penalty kick. 
Despite being co-champions of the Em-
pire 8 tournament, the Bombers were not giv-
en an automatic ..-------..... 
bid to the NCAA Women's soccer 
tournament after 
losing to Nazareth --------
in penalty kicks in the championship game. _ 
This year, Ithaca will be missing six play-
ers from last year's squad, but the team still 
hopes to take its success to the next level. 
"We haven't been to the [NCAA] tourna-
ment since my freshman year," senior defender 
Dawn Rathbone said. "If we don't get there 
this year, we're going to be really upset." 
Though coach Mindy Quigg said the 
starters have not yet been selected, she has 
been pleased with the preseason practices. 
"There are nine first-year students," she 
said. "They're all going to contribute. 
We've got a good group offirst-year students, 
so we're really excited about that." 
Among those missing from this year's ros-
ter will be senior Liz Bishop, who was se-
lected to the 2001 and 2002 Empire 8 first 
team all-conference team. Quigg declined to 
comment on the departure of Bishop. 
· Largeteau, who is out for the season with a 
tom anterior cruciate ligament. 
While there will be some "holes to fill," 
Quigg said she sees a number of strengths 
from her team in addition to a solid group 
of returning players, including Rathbone and 
senior Becca Berry, who last year set a school 
record for goals in a single season with 13. 
"Right now our biggest strength is our 
mentality," Quigg said. "We want to win." 
Another strength for Ithaca is that its en-
tire defense - one which didn't allow a sin-
gle goal during conference play last season -
is back. 
In addition, Quigg said that a majority of 
the returning players have come back to the 
preseason in excellent condition, something 
she said will help the team early on. 
That will be key since Quigg. anticipates 
a tough schedule. 
"We're playing at least five or six teams 
from last year's national tournament," she said. 
The first of these will be this weekend's 
clash with The College of New Jersey, a 
team copsistently ranked nationally. In ad-
dition, the host Blue Jays will be looking 
for revenge against Ithaca after losing last 
year's contest 3-2. 
Right now, in the building period, Quigg 
has set short-term goals for the team: get 
through this weekend and come out with a 
better idea of the starting 11. 
As the season progresses, she will be able 
to better assess reachable goals for Ithaca. 
In the meantime, she is pleased with the 
hardworking group that she is working with. 
promising freshmen Hugo Valencia and 
Glenn Palilla. 
While the Ithaca roster is stocked with tal-
ent and experience, finding leaders to step up 
after the graduation of Glenn Palmieri and the 
early departure of Josh Marksberry for a job 
opportunity may prove difficult. 
"Glenn was a leader, Josh was a leader," 
Byrne said. "Trying to establish who's going 
to be the leaders on the team will be the biggest 
challenge.'; • 
Stepping in to anchor the defense will be 
junior goalkeeper Ted Meyer who started 11 
of the Bombers' 20 contests last year. 
The ·development of the defense will be a 
critical factor for the Bombers as they take on 
a schedule loaded with dangerous opponents. 
"Our schedule is pretty tough," Byrne said. 
"There aren't too many teams in Division ill 
college soccer that are weak, so most every-
body we'll be playing has players that can beat 
you on a given day." 
In the Empire 8, Nazareth, Elmira, RIT and 
St. John Fisher will be strong. 
With an at-large ticket to the postseason un-
likely, the Blue and Gold must finish in the 
top four of the conference standings and win 
the Empire 8 tournament to reach the NCAA 
playoffs again. 
While conference games will be Ithaca's 
first priority, they will face stiff competition 
from other opponents as well. St. Lawrence, 
which knocked the South Hill squad out of the 
playoffs, has taken the last six games in the 
series. Rochester and Cortland, who Ithaca 
scrimmaged to scoreless ties this spring, ·wm 
also be key non-conference contests. . 
While the road back to the NCAA play-
offs will be lined with talented opponents, the 
Bombers are ready for the challenge. 
After~. they won~t have to plar Brazilians. 
Quigg said that because of Bishop's con-
sistency in goal, the team will be a bit green-
er at the position this year. However, Quigg 
welcomes back sophomore Kurstin Meehan 
and senior Kris Abbott, who will try to fill 
the void in goal. 
Another key loss is junior Lacey· 
"I'm anxious to see how they come to-
gether," Quigg said. · REBECCA GARDNER/THE ITHACAN SENIOR BACK·,TARA REPSHER pra~lces at Carp W~ F~ld Monday. 
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Problematic predictions 
fun to make anyway 
Remember when Donovan McNabb 
fe ll to a broken fibula last year against Ari-
zona, and before he even hit the ground pun-
dits were predicting the demise of 
the Philadelphia Eagles? 
After Philly won five of 
its· next six and went deep into 
the playoffs, I think it's 
safe to say that the pundits 
' were wrong. 
BRIAN 
DELANEY 
Switch now to NCAA 
Division III and predic-
tions become even 
tougher. 
There's no large-
scale analJ sis of league 
opponents and no reliable evaluation of in-
dividual talent. Many of the coaches don'.t 
even know what they have until their play-
ers perform in live situations. 
However, what I have is a list of play-
ers to watch because the following names 
will significantly affect how far their 
teams go this season. (In alphabetical order.) 
Cross country - One individual runner 
will never be a deciding factor, but keep an 
eye on two runners who should be stars this 
season. On the men's side, senior Mike Sty-
czynski is a beast and should earn multiple 
honors, while senior Amanda Laytham has 
had nothing but success in her three years 
at Ithaca College. 
Field hockey - Coach Tracey Houk's 
team plays an immensely difficult schedule, 
but returns 18 letter-winners, so depth isn't 
a problem. Consistency was a killer for the 
squad a year ago, and maintaining a game-
to-game even keel is more important for 
Houlc's club than any individual. 
Football - Offensively, everything 
starts with the line. Assuming that coach 
Mike Welch can formulate something siJn-
ilar to last year's line, then the key here will 
be sophomore quarterback Josh Felicetti. 
Last year, it was painfully obvious: when 
Felicetti wasn't healthy, the Bombers lost. 
When he's 100 percent and able to use his 
legs as effectively as his arms, Ithaca's of-
fense can outscore anyone on the schedule. 
Defensively, the secondary is key. With 
depth on the D-line an~ an outstanding line-
backing core, the secondary has the most to 
prove. The defensive backfield was some-
times susceptible to the deep pass last year, 
but they return three of four starters, so the 
experience should help. . 
Men's soccer - Easily the most sur-
prising team of the fa]l season· a year ago, 
Andy Byrne's squad should be even better 
this year. Junior Ben Visnyei controls the 
midfield and if he's setting up a talented front 
line, then the Bombers will be controlling 
their opponents. 
Women's soccer - For coach Mindy 
Quigg 's team, the goalie is everything. 
Three-year starter and two-time all-con-
ference first-teamer Liz Bishop decided not · 
to come back, leaving a big question mark '•• 
in front of the net. The Bombers return .- : ~ 
their full defensive unit and most of their . . 
scoring punch, and Quigg thinks · that a , 
deep freshman class can contribute right 
away. That means that if either senior Kris 
Abbott or sophomore· Kurstin Meehan can 
pick up the slack in goal, the Bombers will 
be in the thick of things come October. If 
not, the team will face some struggles late 
in the season as its strength of schedule in-
creases. 
Women's .tennis - Senior Meghan 
Carroll begins the season second on the Itha-
ca career singles win list. With a strong year, .. 
she could take over the top spot. 
Volleyball - Losing hitter Jessica Ray-
mond '03 to graduation is a hit, but who-
ever fills in for the setter position will also 
carry weight. And if junior hitter Shannan 
Barclay can improve on a solid 2002 cam- -
paign, the Bombers will be competitive. 
Press Box appears in this space every 
week. E-mail Brian Delaney at 
bdelanel@ithaca.edu. 
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Seniors look to ready .rookies 
Team depends on newcomers 
after graduation of All-American 
BY CHRIS COLLELUORI 
Staff Wri te r 
When head coach Janet 
Donovan looks around the 
locker room, she sees a lot of 
new faces. And that's just fine 
with her. 
One that 's absent this year is 
that of All-American Jessica 
Raymond '03. The loss is a 
tough blow 
to the 
Bomber at-
tack, as 
Volleyball 
Raymond was second on the 
team in kills (498) and first in to-
tal blocks (215). However, 
Donovan is confident that her 
upperclassmen can win. 
"We've got a very key role to 
fill," Donovan said. "I'm really 
excited about this year's veterans 
coming in, though. We're solid 
not only on the inside but on the 
outside [ and] we returned our 
starting defensive specialists." 
The squad lost three others as 
well, and Donovan said that find-
ing a new setter will be its 
biggest challenge. Despite the 
losses, seniors Janet Hammond 
and Courtney Mc Vicker say 
they're ready to compete. 
"Everything's new," Ham-
mond said. "But when you look 
at it that way, we can train all the 
newcomers. We're real young this 
year, so we can start from the bot-
tom and work our way up." , 
all-conference outside hitter, led 
the team in kills last season with 
521. Mc Vicker played just eight 
games last year as she spent most 
of the season on the sideline with 
a shoulder injury. Though they are 
the only seniors on the·team, they 
believe that the combination of 
experience and youth will lead to 
success. 
"The experienced players 
we have are really nurturing," 
McVicker said. "They're help-
ing the rookies a lot to bring their 
level up." 
On the defensive side, junior 
Jen Cramer, who led the 
Bombers in digs last year with 
352, returns to the team. Another 
defensive addition is Andrea 
Blitz. The sophomore middle 
hitter played for the club team 
last year and has made her way 
onto the varsity court. 
"We call her our wild card," 
Mc Vicker said. "We saw her 
play last year and we were like, 
'We want her.' She's a real good 
all-around player." 
There are even new faces on 
the coaching staff. Sindie Shol-
lenberger '94 is now an assistant 
coach, working with the new set-
ters. Shollenberger was part of 
the 1994 team that went to the 
NCAA Final Four. 
LAURA BAUMAN/THE . CAN 
Hammond, a second-team 
The team starts the season 
~his weekend at the Moravian 's 
Greyhound Premiere Tourna-
ment with games against De-
Sales and Gallaudet on Friday. SENIOR JANET HAMMOND hits a ball during practice Tu~ • 
BY MATTHEW Ell 
Staff Writer 
If you · ask senior Meghan Carroll 
whether she is excited about being on pace 
to break Ithaca's record for singles victo- . 
ries, you might have to remind her first that 
she is in a position to to just that 
Carroll, a three-
year letter-winner . Women's tennis 
for the Bombers, 
has 43 singles vie-
-tories going into the season - putting her 
just eight wins behind Yael Levy '94. 
"I didn't even know about it until Jen 
(Beekman) told me the other day," Carroll 
· said. "I was just concerned about being 
healthy enough to play this fall." 
Her concerns stem from a stress fracture 
in her leg which forced her to sit out a large 
part of the spring season. 
Carroll has the singles No. 1 spot 
namic that we didn't have last year," se-
nior Angela Te.nnis s.aid. Tennis is one of 
four returning seniors who are welcoming 
locked up for the sec-
0nd-straight year and '' The first-year kids is anxious to get out 
the new players with 
open arms as they are 
bringing much-needed 
depth to the squad. The 
Bombers only lost one 
player from the spring 
and coach 'Bill Austin, in 
and play, but is more can rea/Jv hit it from 
focused - on the J 
Bombers taking the what I've seen so far. '' 
Empire 8 title than 
breaking the record. 
"I'll be happy, ob-
viously, if I get the 
-BILL AUSTIN · his fourth year, is 
Head coach pleased with what he 
-------------- has seen so far from the 
record, but tennis is a team sport," Carroll 
said. "I'm more concerned about beating 
[two-time Empire 8 champions] Nazareth 
this year." 
"With the injuries and the new freshman 
on the team, we have a totally new dy-
newcomers. 
"On top of rewp1~ng a pretty solid team, 
the first-year kids can really hit it from what 
I've seen so far," Austin said. 
Austin is especially upbeat about the 
. i ' 
team's chances this year because of Car-
roll and ·senior Jen·Beekman, who have been 
playing together for three years. When not 
playing singles, Carron will often b~ dou-
bling up with Beekman, a returning all-con-
ference player for ·the ~ombers. 
"Jen.,and her play ii.'lot together and have 
been really good for each other's game," 
Austin said. 
Sophomore N arguess Arjomand also re-
turns after posting a 10-3 singles record in 
her first season for the Bombers last fall. 
Arjomand bel-ieves that part of the rea-
son Carroll has been so successful is because 
of how smart she is on the court. Arjomand 
was also impressed with Carro1l 's ability to 
stay consistent and always play with a strat-
egy in mind. 
"She has a good serve and what she will 
do is hit it right at you, which is really hard 
to return if you are not moving your feet ," 
Arjomand said. 
CARLY CHAMBERLIN/THE ITHACAN 
SENIOR MEGHAN CARROLL is on pace to break the record for wins in a career. 
The rest of the starting lineup is uncer-
tain until the Bombers' season home open-
er against Elmira next Tuesday. The team 
follows with a weekend at Nazareth on Sat-
urday and at home versus perennial power 
Skidmore on Sunday. Nazareth swept the 
Bombers last year and Skidmore slammed 
the Blue and Gold 9-0. 
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AD leaves door open to students 
BY CHARLIE ELLSWORTH 
Sports Editor 
If Ken Kutler's move to Ithaca was an indicator of his 
future at the school, he had reason to be worried. It seemed 
someone pulled the welcome mat up from under his feet. 
Since around July 1, his first official day as director of 
intercollegiate athletics at the college, Kutler has had noth-
ing but trouble moving from Oneonta to Ithaca. 
"Whenever I said 'What else could go wrong,"' Kutler 
said, "something else did." 
"Whether my car died, whether the house closing was off, 
whether we had problems with the house in Oneonta. There 
have been unbelievable issues with this move." 
And then the moving company showed up - a day ear-
ly. And, not surprisingly, they didn't have enough room in 
the truck. 
But now, Kotler, former director of intercollegiate ath-
letics at Hartwick, is here. And chances are if you 're a stu-
dent athlete and haven't heard from or seen him yet, you will 
soon. 
"[Students] can look forward to me listening to their con-
cerns," Kotler said. "They can look forward to me being a 
spectator at events, a spectator at practices. I have an open-
door policy." 
Kotler was a college athlete himself, playing soccer and 
running track, he said. His resume also shows 26 years of 
coaching experience spread across four different sports 
(men's and women's soccer, men's basketball and men's 
tennis). It's this experience of being in the "trenches" that 
better prepares him for student athlete and coaching prob-
lems, he said. 
For student athletes, Kutler anticipates working with prob-
lems like health concerns, interaction between coaches and 
players and class schedules conflicting with athletic contests. 
"You bave instructors or professors that are not as flexi-
ble as they could be with students missing classes," Kotler 
said. "Have students explored all possibilities? Can they go 
to make arrangements to take classes earlier in the day and 
REBECCA GARDINER/THE ITHACAN 
KEN KUTLER, director of athletics, sits in his office overlooking Freeman Field. Kutler, a longtime athletic coach, 
arrived in Ithaca this summer after 17 years as athletic director at Hartwick College In Oneonta, N. Y. 
not just choose a time that is most conducive to packing their salaries and equipment costs. Kotler said the football aµd base- ing here to do what he can to make us - help us - con-
tinue this tradition." schedule in? So this is part-of the balance." ball teams .might be the first to try the endowment plan be- · 
Kutler also saiq he hopes to create endowment fimds fer,-.~ -,,.,.~nEeir history of success and co_nsistency among the "Part of the college seal has that little boot on it. That's 
a rare occurance," Kotler said. "We are not ashamed about 
having an intercollegiate athletics program. We are pro-
moting the fact that we have a quality intercollegiate ath-
letics program." 
some sports, ~ilar to what · _ _ : · s lacrosse coaching staff. 
program ~~-"ftartwick. A ·oownients ·would come from Kutler's desire to keep a good thing going at Ithaca isn't 
pareqt,a'.rid · _ . n·. uig and would be used by the coach- lost on football coach Mike Welch. 
es, w1tli Kut1er's · permission, for recruiting budgets, staff "He respects the tradition of IC," Welch said. "He's com-
w'fi~4·8 ;' · 
H teittS_8\ · 
But progress moving at a 'pretty good pace,' . 
BY CHARLIE ELLSWO.ATH 
Sports Editor 
Though plans were first an-
nounced 14 years ago, this year's 
I . freshman class may be the only current Ithaca 
College students to see 
construction of the new 
field house begin, Direc-
tor of Special Cam-
paigns Kristen Ford 
said. 
A corporate sponsor would not 
necessarily receive naming rights 
to the facility, Ford said. 
"Any kind of visibility and mar-
keting that the corporation might re-
quest - that would be part 
of the negotiating 
process," she said. 
Initially, the proposed 
location for the field 
house was behind Butter-
field Stadium. Ford said a 
written needs assessment 
raised concerns about that 
location. 
Originally part of the 
college's expansion plan 
in 1990, the project was 
never developed. In 
February of 2002, the 
FORD 
"What [the needs assess-
ment] basically did was in-
volve the coaches and 
some other individuals on campus 
to talk about, in their respective ar-
eas, what would be their wish lists," 
Ford said. 
college announced its Campus 
Master Plan for development and the 
field house received top priority. 
The college has yet to develop 
a timeline, an overall cost or 
choose an architect for the project. 
However, Ford said progress is 
moving at a "pretty good pace." In 
addition to funding concerns, the 
college has spent time re-evaluat-
ing locations for the field house 
and solidifying a committee of 
volunteers, Ford said. 
The college would consider ac-
cepting funding from corporations 
for construction of the proposed field 
house, Ford said, but is continuing 
to focus on alumni donations in the 
search for lead gifts. 
"It's not out of the realm of 
possibility that there may be 
some corporations that might be 
interested in participating in the 
field house," she said. "It's 
something that the institution 
would obviously entertain." 
Ford said' the needs assessment 
put the committee in place to be-
gin targeting an architectural firm, 
a ta~k she hopes will start this fall. 
The formation of the committee 
and its work have been going on 
since the announcement of the 
plans for the field house, Ford said, 
and now has three chair members 
in alumni . Beth Zollars, Jay 
Schiesser and Leslie Jones. 
Ford said she is dedicating I 00 
percent of her time as director of 
special campaigns to the field 
house at this point. A year ago, Ford 
was splitting her efforts between the 
field house and her duties as di-
rector of intercollegiate athletics. 
Now, with Ken Kutler taking the 
helm at the athletics department, 
she has time to work solely with her 
current role. 
1
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- . -(607) 277-()959 . . 
WWW.lightlink.com 
System@lig_htlink.com 
Internet for the Home and Business 
Serving 607_ and 31S area codes 
Dial Up or Dial Up+ Satellite 
T1's~ DSL, High Speed Radio 
Web Hosting and Colocation 
Fraternities and ·sororities 
_.lease call us or e-mail us 
for a custom q~ote to 
exactly match your house needs. 
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272-3448 1103 Danby Rd. 
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LARGE Cheat Pizza 
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Fall Into 
. .. 
Student· Government 
· Association 
-!JOIN UST 
V . J . 
• Represent your 
Residenc.e Hall or 
Acad~mic• School 
.. •Join a committee 
• Come to open 
. meetings -
Tuesdays, 8: 15 
North Meeting Room 
SGAIS: 
•Committed leaders 
•A place to growl ·. 
•New, lasting friendshJps 
• A forum for you tO s~y ·: 
what's on your mind 
"GET INVOLVED! 
,•,~ ri9k,up att .: \:::.;;,• 
~ . ..... :- . -
in ten t-to·-run 
~ ,..-;; 
· form in the ._ •· -· I' : · 
. Student Activities .. 
' ' .. ' ~ 
. _ .. !.--_ • .,i::-... 
. Center, due baCk 
· September 2 . -::_ 
· • Look for the SGA 
Newsletter in on-
campus inailboxes 
-· • E-mail, call, or 
visit the E-boardI 
•-Creating a Legacy• 
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Sports 
Shorts 
National sea:rch to begin -
for women's track coach 
~ 
Ithaca College will conduct a national 
search for a new women's track and field 
coach shortly, {?irector of Intercollegiate 
Athletics Ken Kutler said. 
Former coach Matt Belfield left this 
summer to become the head coach of cross . · 
country and women's track and field at the 
University of Vermont. 
The job will be posted for a month in na-
tional publications. ~ ·'. 
During his three years at Ithaca, 
Belfield led the Bombers to three consec-
utive outdoor conference titles. He was also 
·a five-time NYSCTC Coach of the Year. 
While at Ithaca, Belfield's teams broke 
14 school records and produced 11 All-
Americans . 
. 
What:· 
Women's te·n-
nis vs. Elmira 
Where: Tennis courts 
When:Tuesday,noon 
Cost: Free 
Why-you should go: Senior 
Meghan Carroll, a two-time 
Empire-8 al_l-star first-team 
· selection, begins her quest 
for the school' record for · 
overall wins (9l) and singles 
wins (51) in a·career. She is 
.. ,SPORTS 
Bombers finish ninth Directors' Cup are b~sed on a school's per-
. s . ' o· t C formance in selected sports in NCAA play-In ears 1rec ors up offs. 
Ithaca Colleg6 finished ninth in the final ,____ • 
standings of the 2002-2003 Sears Directors' Blue and Gold linebackers 
Cup after placing second in 2001-2002. earn All-.Anterica honors 
Finishing with 550.5 pofots, Ithaca is one 
of IO schools. that have placed in the Top A ·pair of Bomber linebackers were 
25 of the standings in the first eight years named to preseason All-American lists this 
of the award. fall. 
Williams College of Massachusetts Juniodose Colon was named to the sec-
claimed the Directors' Cup for the seventh ond team preseason All-America squad by 
time by tallying 1,158.25 points. Football Gazette. 
Ithaca's women's teams carried the Colon was the Bombers' leading tack- · 
Bombers: outscoring the men's teams ler during the 2002 campaign, recording 85 
368-to-182.5-. Leading the way was the takedowns (22 solo, 63 assisted) and was 
women's cross country team, which finished named to the Empire 8 first team. 
seventh nationally for 69 points. The D3football.com also selected senior 
women's swimming · team and women's Robert Truman as a second-team All-
track and field teams both finished 11th na- Ameri~an. Truman; who started all 10 
tionally for 66 points. games for the Bombers · 1ast seaso·n, 
Also earning points for the Blue and ranked second. on the team with 80 tackles 
Gold were women's b_asketball (64), (30 solo, 16 for loss). 
women's lacrosse (53), wrestling (51), soft- A second team Empire 8 all-star, Tru-
ball (50), men's soccer (50), men's cross man, also had four sacks and two pass 
country (40), baseball (25) and men's track break-ups in 2002. 
and field ( 16.5). , While Ithaca failed to make the playoffs 
Standings for: the National Association last y.ea:r, the Bomber_s are ranked n·inth in 
of College Directors of Athletics (NACDA) the d3football.com preseason poll. 
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After opening at No. 23 in the nation 
in 2002, the pollsters say that last year's 7-
3 record was deceptive due to sophomore 
quarterback Josh Felicetti 's injury. 
D3FOOTBALL.COM 
DIVISION Ill FOOTBALL 
POLL - Aue.· 5, 2003 
1. Mount Union (Ohio) 
2. Wheaton (111.) 
3. Baldwin-Wallace (Ohio) · 
4. Mary Hardin-Baylor (Texas) 
5. Howard Payne (Texas) 
6. St. John's (Md.) 
·1. Linfield (Ore.) 
8. Rowan (N.J.) 
9. Ithaca 
· 10. Trinity (Texas) 
11. Wartburg (Iowa) 
12. Wisconsin-Stout 
13. Hardin-Simmons (Texas) 
14. Bridgewater (Va.) · 
15. Wisconsin-Lacrosse 
SP RTS 
currently ranked thirr~d~i~n~ ~~~~~~~--: 
overall wins (78) and · Nll·NE! ond in sin I (43). 
Repairs 
Affordable 
Call Joe 
607-277-6377 
. .. 
. . • . 
· _Log on to www.ithaca.edu/ithacan and find out about you_r favorite sports teams . 
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. _ 10ns 
(for Emerson, Garden Apartments, College Circle Apartment 
Announcing the 
Fall 2003 "Wilt Lists! . 
Terrace Suites,and Single rooms) 
will be available at the Residential Life Office 
Tuesday, September 2, at 9:00 A.M. 
Return Completed Applications to the Residential Life Office by: Friday, .September 5, at 5:00 P.M. 
· On time applications are prioritized in order according to class standing and date and time received. 
(~lass standing is determined by_ the number of completed credits you have at time of application.) 
Applications received after September 5, 2003 at 5:00pm are prioritized accord1ng to date and time 
received. 
W1 /t f01:yet ... VaC.ancy Forrrs. due scxn ! 
. Returning Student Vacancy Forms are also due by 5pm, Friday, Septemb~r 5. 
Failure to turn in a vacancy form will result in the reassignment of a student in temporary housing 
to your room should you have _a vacant space. · 
__ .,_ 
I I. 
Women's tennis preview 
Senior Meghan Carroll is on pace to 
break the career record for wins at 
Ithaca. Page 27 
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